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IN TI-IE ',ATTER OF

KA VE ELAHIE
CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TIO:- OF
SECS. 5 A:-D 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO'\ ACT
Docket C- 3770.

Complaint,

Sept.

1997-- Decision ,

Sept.

, 1997

Ths consent order requires , among other things , the California- based proprietor of
K. International to have competent and reliable scientific evidence to
substantiate any claims he makes in the Spanish- language advertisements that
certain products reduce or eliminate cellubte and fat , cause weight loss or
reduce cholesterol , as well as any other claims concerning the performance
benefits , efficacy or safety of any food , drug or dietary supplement in the
future. The consent order also prohibits the respondent from misrepresenting
the existence or results of any test or study, and requires any testimonials used

in the advertisements either to represent the typical experience of consumers
or to be accompanied by a disclosure
of the generally expected results.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondent:

Erika Wodinsky

and

Jeffrey Klurfeld.

Pro se.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Kave Elahie doing business as M. K. International (" respondent"
has violated the provisions ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act , and
it appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public
interest , alleges:

I. Respondent Kave Elahie is the sole proprietor of M.
International , a California company with its principal office or place
of business at 1669 Emeric Street , Simi Valley, California.
Individually or in concert with others , he fonnulates , directs , or

controls the policies , acts or practices alleged in this complaint.
2. Respondent has advertised, labeled , offered for sale , sold , and
distributed products to the public , including the " NutraTrim
Bio- Active Cellulite Control Cream " (with aminophylline), and the
NutraTrim Weight Loss " tablets (with chromium picolinate)
collectively referred to as the NutraTrim products. The NutraTrim
products are advertised in Spanish- language magazines , such as

Buenhogar. The NutraTrim products are " foods "

and/or " drugs

;..
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within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act

3. The acts and practices ofrespondent alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated
advertisements for the NutraTrim products , including but not

necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A through C. These
advertisements contain the following statements:
A. " Love handles , cellulite and fat. Now you can eliminate it with NutraTrim
Bio- activa cream. " (Exhibit A)
B. " Eliminate ceI1ulite. Lose weight in 15 days beginning with the fIrst
application. " (Exhibit A)
(Exhibit A)
permanent. II
C. " The results are instantaneous and
D. " Imagine a bunch of ice melting under the sun. This is how the cellulite in
cream,
of NutraTrim
your body wil be disappearing thanks to Bio- Active action
(Exhibit A)
E. " The potent action helps to eliminate the excess water and fat and other
wastes that are responsible for cellulite and orange skin. But this is not all. Once
you have the perfect body that you have always wanted , you I1 have to apply the
NutraTrim Bio- Activa only once in awhile and that way you can keep the results
that you have always wanted. " (Exhibit A)
F. " Until today this is the most secure and beneficial method to eliminate fat
and cellulite from your body. " (Exhibit A)
G. " Remember the results are guaranteed. " (Exhibit A)
H. " Lose up to 35 pounds without having to diet. " (Exhibit B)
1. " Yes today you can eliminate fat and cellulite from your body without
having to diet and exercise that are impossible. " (Exhibit B)
J. " Clinical test results in hospitals and labs have confinned the actions of
chromium formulated with other natural ingredients. " (Exhibit B)
K. " ;-utraTrim is a new treatment that is I 00% natura) and wil help your
to process and eliminate rat and control your appetite. " (Exhibit B)
metabolism
L. " The results are real: You willose fat and cellulite in the areas that you
wish to lose the most. You wil feel more active and energetic. It lowers the level
or cholesterol in your blood. " (Exhibit B)
M. ' These results that have been obtained by real multiple tests by scientists
and hospitals have proven that the qualities and the ingredients from NutraTrim
help to notably eliminate rat and to lessen the level of cholesterol in your blood.
Besides , they wi1 not brig down your metabolism. This is very important because
wil lose
during your treatment wil not come
it ensures that the weight that you
back." (Exhibit B)
Call today and see for yourself how easy it is to lose weight forever with
KutraTri. Without dietig and without extraneous exercises or secondary effects.
NutraTrim works for real." (Exhibit B)
O. Consumer testimonial: " How I lost 34 pounds in little time , without
regimens or diets. Its great. I'll bet you anything that in 4 or 5 weeks you ll be

skinny as me. Anabella Torres e." (Exhibit C)
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5. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondent has
represented , expressly or by implication , that one or more of the
NutraTrim products:

A. Significantly reduce body fat.
B. Cause significant and rapid weight loss.
C. Reduce serum cholesterol.

D. Increase human metabolism.
E. Cause weight loss without diet or strenuous exercise.
F. Control appetite.
G. Eliminate cellulite or fat.
H. Increase energy.

6. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondent has
represented, expressly or by implication , that he possessed and relied
upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth
in paragraph five , at the time the representations were made.
7. In truth and in fact , respondent did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph five , at the time the representations were made. Therefore

the representation set forth in paragraph six was , and is , false and
misleading.
8. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondent has
represented , expressly or by implication , that scientific studies
demonstrate that the NutraTrim products:

A. Significantly reduce body fat.
B. Cause significant and rapid weight loss.
C. Reduce serum cholesterol.

D. Eliminate cellulite or fat.

9. In truth and in fact , scientific studies do not demonstrate that
the NutraTrim products:
A. Significantly reduce body fat.
B. Cause significant and rapid weight loss.
C. Reduce serum cholesterol.

D. Eliminate cellulite or fat.
Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph eight were and
are , false and misleading.
10. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondent
has represented , expressly or by implication , that a testimonial from
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a consumer appearing in the advertisements for a NutraTrim product
reflects the typical or ordinary experience of members of the public
who use the product.
11. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondent
has represented , expressly or by implication , that he possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set
forth in paragraph ten , at the time the representation was made.
12. In trth and in fact , respondent did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth in
paragraph ten , at the time the representation was made. Therefore , the
representation set forth in paragraph cleven was , and is , false and
misleading.
13. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices , and the
makng offalse advertisements , in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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EXHIBIT A

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF EXHIBIT A

Love handles , cellulite and fat. Now you can elimate it with NutraTrim
Bio-activa cream. Try it and convince yourself.
Elimnate cellulite. Lose weight in IS days beginning with the first application.
Imagine a bunch of ice meltig under the sun.
This is how the cellulite in your body wil be disappearing thanks to Bio- Active
action of NutraTrim cream. Do not think that this is an exaggeration. From your
first application you wil see the fantastic results.
Wbat do you have to do?
Very simple. All you have to do is apply the NutraTrim Bio-activa cream with a
soft massage in the area you Want until the cream disappears and it is absorbed
totally into the skin. Repeat the application 2 times a day and that is it. It is that
simple.
The results are instantaneous and permanent.
You don t need to wait months to compare the results for yourself. Since the first

application you will be able to see results. Your measuring tape doesn t lie.
NutraTri is not a magic cream. But it is scientific. Thanks to the components of
Bie- Active Cream it works over the linfa. This is something that you n

fmd over

different parts of your body. The potent action helps to eliminate the excess water

and fat and other wastes that are responsible for cellulite and orange skin. But this
is not all. Once you have the perfect body that you have always wanted , you ll have
to apply the J\utraTri Bio- Activa only once in awhile and that way you can keep
the results that you have always wanted.
The opinion of one doctor , Dr. Christine Viviene from Switzerland , loves the
results the NutraTrim Bio- Active has given. It is completely natural and very easy
to apply. There is no side effects and in reality it does help to eliminate the deposits
of fat in the human body. I recommend it to all my patients. Until today this is the
most secure and beneficial method to eliminate fat and cellulite from your body.
100% Quality.

Do not accept cheap imitations. NutraTrim is made of high quality products
guaranteeing best results.

Special offer 50% more for free.
Buy your NutraTrim Cream today and get it at the regular price of $26. 95 with
50% more cream. Take advantage now and save.
Do not question it any longer.
Now you have the opportnity to have a beautiful silhouette. You ll be so attactive
you n cause admiration. Imagine your friends faces when they see the change in
your body. More attactive more younger looking and more secure of yourself.
Remember that the results are guaranteed. Hurr and mail your coupon today and
take advantage of the promotional offer

to

look better in less tie

than you expect.

You wil not regret it.
Total Guarantee.

Try NutraTriBio- Active for 30 days and if you are not happy with the results you
can return it and we wil return your money minus shipping and handling.
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EXHIBIT B

ENGLISH TRANSLA nON OF EXHIBIT B
World News. Lose up to 35 pounds without having to diet. This revolutionary new
treatment , in reality wil help you lose fat. Yes today you can eliminate fat and
cellulite from your body without having to diet and exercise that are impossible.
Clinical test results in hospitals and labs have confinTed the actions of chromium
formulated with other natural ingredients:
Will control your appetite including sweets.

Will help your metabolism to bum fat.
Will preserve your muscular tissue without having to exercise.
With these results this time you wil not fail. You
wil lose
weight or we will refund
your money.
Do not lose more time or money with products or diets that promise you the world.
NutraTrim is a new treatment that is 100% natural and wil help your metabolism
to process and elimate fat and control your appetite. Because of this composition
(mierals , vitamis , plant extracts) NutraTrim can be used by persons of all sexes
and ages.
The results are real:
You wil lose fat and cellulite in the areas that you wish to lose the most.
They wil help
to ensure your ideal weight.
You wil feel more active and energetic.
It lowers the level of ch IesteroI in your blood.

These results that have been obtained by real multiple tests by scientists and
hospitals have proven that the qualities and the ingredients from NutraTrim help
to notably eliminate fat and to lessen the level of cholesterol in your blood.

Besides , they will not bring down your metabolism.
Ths is very important because it ensures that the weight that you

will lose

during

your treatment wil not come back.
The advantages ofNutraTrim:
100% natural.

Any person can use it.
Does not contain uppers or amphetamie.
Does not induce upset stomach , headaches , dizziness , nervousness.
This does not require a special diet.
You do not have to follow a diet plan.
Does not produce extralhanging skin.

If you have any problems with your health you should consult your doctor first. For
better results you should control

your

meals and tr to help yourself with some

tye

of exercise.
J\utraTrim is a registered product and you can only buy it through MEK.
KutraTrim is the quickest and most convenient system to lose weight. You should

see for yourself how the weight disappears and stays off (without a doctor
prescription).

Call today and see for yourself how easy it is to lose weight forever

with

NutraTrim. Without dieting and without extraneous exercises or secondary effects.

NutraTrir works for real.
100% guaranteed. Try NutraTrim and if you are not completely satisfied we will
return your money less shipping and handling.
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EXHIBIT C

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF EXHIBIT C

How I lost 34 pounds in little time , without regimens or diets.
All my life I have been gaining weight. When my baby was born I gained so much
weight. Of course I tried so many different things. Nothing would work for me. I
really thought that I was a lost cause. You could just say that I was swollen in all
of my body, legs , stomach and face. I didn t even know how to dress. I looked
horrible and I felt like my husband didn t see me as attactive as before.
I discovered something incredible.

t know what she does. She doesn t deprive herself from
anything. She eats more than three and for the past year she lost her weight and
maintained her body like a model.
One day I asked her what do you do to be so skinny? She confessed her secret to
me. A product called NutraTrim that was distributed a couple afyears ago.
I have a friend. I don

Let me explain. With this I'm positive that you

ll lose weight. Even if

you

eat a lot.

Even if you have tried everything and it didn t work. There is no need to take any
medication , no exercise. This product does not have anything to do with others in
stores. It has nothing to do with the product you took before. She told me I
wouldn t tell you more. Y Gu ll see it. Its great. I'll bet you anything that in 4 or 5
weeks you ll be skinny as me.
Without believing me too much , I promised her I would tr it , and I bet her a good
diner , I was sure to win. I was sure that if it made her lose weight , it would make
me lose weight.

I began to use the system the next day. If you don t want to , then don t believe me
Y, Ibs. It seemed like a miracle ' That morning, I
was well , very light with soft skin. Even my husband noticed the difference he
started to admire me , something he hadn t done for a long time.
The first week I had already lost 10 Ibs.
I continued because it was really easy and very pleasing. After every NutraTrim
session , I experienced the same delicious sensation of well- being, besides I had the
joy of seeing how the scale marker kept moving to the left. As I saw myself in the
mirror , I could see my shape toning, remodeling day after day. Regimes and
deprivations have ceased , I ate everything I wanted and I lost weight like that.
Imagine , I had lost pounds the fIrst week! In over a month , I went from 173 lbs to
138 Ibs , I had a complete change in fonn. I had literally " uninflated. " My legs , my
My
friend had won her bet and
hips had uninflated and my stomach was very flat.
I haven t gained weight; the only thing I have gained is my husband because I tliin
he fell in love again because he has begun to be attentive and delicate like when I
but on the third day I had lost 4

knew him.

It also has to work for you!
I spoke with my doctor concerning the treatment. I-Ie eXplained that it was the ideal
method trly effcient to lose weight because it works quickly, draining the fat out
of the cells , above all on tlie body parts that mostly need thinning: stomacli , legs
face. Besides I had the pleasant surprise that my skin had returned to being more
firm , more soft and more flexible.
Anabella Torres e.

This system for weight loss really works.
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Utilizing the NutraTrim system (easy work) obtain evident results from the first
tie. In 48 hours you could lose 2 to 4 pounds. Then you will lose weight day by
day until you have

your

ideal weight.

When you look at yourself in a mior you will be surprised. To see that you have
. lost weight in places where you need it. Stomach , legs , hips. Your skin wil turn
more soft and silky.

Would you like to be more seductive? Would you like to be able to wear those'
dresses that you like a lot? Would you like to have a husband who is proud of you
and crazy in love with you , just like the begining? It is up
to you. Don t permt
that your husband keep admiing other women. Like Anabella and all others who
have done it , you will be absolutely delighted from the results which you will
obtain from the treatment NutraTrim. You can lose from 5 to 10 pounds a week
until you reach the weight you want.
If you are not 100% delighted and enthusiastic with your weight loss , simply retu
the container that had the treatment and we wil return your purchase price without
any conditions or any questions.
Don t you
that we wouldn' t make you a proposition like this unless the results
were real.

th

Don t wait any more. Return the coupon below , right now , today. Don t need to
wait to start to lose weight.
Important: Satisfaction 100% guaranteed.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Offce

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the Jaw has been violated as alleged in such

complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other than
jurisdictional facts

, are true and waivers and other provisions as

required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Kave Elahie is the sole proprietor of M.
International , a California company with its principal offce or place
of business at 1669 Emeric Street , Simi Valley, California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
DEFINITO:-S

For the purposes of this order , the following definitions shall
apply:

KA VE ELAHIE
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Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests
analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area , that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results; and
2. Unless otherwise specified respondent shall mean Kave
Elame , individually and doing business as M. K. International , his

successors and assigns and each of his

offcers agents

representatives , and employees.
3. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. c. 44.

It is ordered

That respondent ,

directly or through any

corporation , subsidiar, division , or other device , in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distrbution of the " NutraTrim Bio- Active Cellulite Control Cream
or " NutraTrim Weight Loss " tablets , or any other food , drug, or
dietar supplement , as " food" and " drug " are defined in Section 15 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , in or affecting commerce , shall

not make any representation ,

in any manner , expressly or by

implication:
A. That such product causes ,

aids , facilitates or contributes to

reducing body fat;

aids , facilitates or contributes to
causing rapid weight or body fat loss;
C. That such product causes or assists in causing weight or fat
loss without dieting or strenuous exercise;
D. That such product reduces serum cholesterol levels;
E. That such product increases human metabolism;
F. That such product controls appetite;
G. That such product increases energy or stamina; or
H. That such product eliminates cellulite or fat;

B. That such product causes ,

unless at the time it is made , respondent possesses and relies upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation.
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II.

It is further ordered

That respondent ,

directly or through any
corporation , subsidiar, division , or other device , in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distrbution of the " NutraTrim Bio- Active Cellulite Control Cream
or " NutraTrim Weight Loss " tablets , or any other food , drug, or
dietar supplement , as " food" and " drug " are defined in Section 15 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , in or affecting commerce , shall

not make any representation ,

in any manner , expressly or by

implication , regarding the perfonnance , benefits , effcacy, or safety
of such product , unless at the time it is made , respondent possesses

md relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.

directly or through any
corporation , subsidiar, division , or other device , in connection with

It is further ordered

That respondent ,

the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for saJe , saJe , or
distrbution of the " NutraTrim Bio- Active Cellulite ControJ Cream
or " NutraTrim Weight Loss " tab Jets , or any other food , drug, or
dietar supplement , as " food" and " drug " are defined in Section 15 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , in or affecting commerce , shall
not make any misrepresentation , in any manner , expressly or by
implication , regarding the existence , contents , validity, resuJts
conclusions , or interpretations of any test or study.
IV.

It is further ordered That respondent , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiar, division , or other device , in connection with
the Jabeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distribution of any product in or affecting commerce ,

shall not

represent , in any maner , expressJy or by impJication , that the
experience represented by any user testimonial or endorsement of the
product represents the typicaJ or ordinary experience of members of
the public who use the product , unless:

A. At the time it is made , respondent possesses and relies upon

competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates
representation; or

the

, "
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B. Respondent discloses , clearly and prominently, and in close
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial , either:
1. What the generally expected results would be for users of the
product , or
2. The limited applicability of the endorser s experience to what
consumers may generally expect to achieve , that is , that consumers
should not expect to experience similar results.

For purposes ofthis Par endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16
CFR 255. 0(b).

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any

specifically pennitted in
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and

representation for any product that is

Drug Administration

pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and

EducaTion Act of 1990.

VI.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any

representation for any drug that is pennitted in labeling for such drug
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food
and Drug Administration , or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.
VII.
It is further ordered That respondent shall , for five (5) years after

the last date of dissemination of any representation covered by this
order , maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying:
A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the

representation; and
C. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question the representation , or the basis relied upon for thc
representation , including complaints and other communications with
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or consumer

protection

organizations.

VII
It is further ordered That respondent shall deliver a copy of this
order to all current and future principals , officers , directors ,

and

managers , and to all current and future employees , agents , and

representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order , and shall secure trom each such person a signed
and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondent
shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days
after the date of service of this order , and to future personnel within

thirty (30) days after the person assumes such position

or

responsibilities.
IX.

It is further ordered That respondent Kave Elahe , for a period of
ten (10) years after the date of issuance of this order , shall notifY the
Commission of the discontinuance of his current business or

employment , or of his affiliation with any new business or
employment. The notice shall include respondent' s new business
address and telephone number and a description of the nature of the
business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All

notices required by this Par shall be sent by certified mail to the
Regional Director , Federal Trade Commission , 901 Market Street
Suite 570 , San Francisco , California.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after the date of service of this order , and at such other times as the

Federal Trade Commission may require , fie with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
he has complied with this order.
XI.

This order wil terminate on September 19 , 2017 , or twenty (20)
years ITom the most recent date that the United States or the Federal

Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an

accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation
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of the order , whichever comes later; provided , however , that the filing

of such a complaint wil not affect the duration of:
A. Any Par in this order that tenninates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is

filed after the order has

tenninated pursuant to this Par.

Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order , and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order will tenninate according to this Par as though
the complaint had never been filed , except that the order wil not
tenninate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MATTER OF

BUTTERWORTH HEALTH CORPORATION , ET AL.
Docket

9283.

1nt.erlocut.ory Order,

Sept.ember

1997

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS

On July 22 1997 , respondents Butterworth Health Corporation
and Blodgett Memorial Medical Center (" the Hospitals ) filed a

Motion to Dismiss the complaint

in the above-captioned case

pursuant to Section 3.26(d) of the Commission s Rules. Complaint
counsel fied an Opposition to Respondents ' Motion to Dismiss the
Proceedings on August 5 , 1997. On August 15 , 1997 , the Hospitals

moved for leave to file a Reply Memorandum and on September 2
1997 , complaint counsel moved for leave to file a Response to

Respondents ' Reply Memorandum. Both motions for leave to file
supplemental pleadings are granted.
These proceedings follow the Commission s filing of an action in
the United States District Court for the Western District of Michigan
seeking a preliminary injunction under Section 13(b) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U.S. c. 53(b), to prevent a proposed
merger of the Hospitals pending completion of an administrative
proceeding to detennine whether the proposed merger violates
Section 7 of the Clayton Act. 15 U.S. c. 18. On September 26 , 1996
the district court issued an opinion denying a preliminary injunction.
FTC v. Butterworth Health Corp. 946 F. Supp. 1285 (W. D. Mich.
1996). Thereafter , the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit affnned the district court' s decision in an unpublished
per
curiam
opinion.
FTC v. Butterworth Health Corp. No. 96- 2440 (6th
(per curiam).
The rationale for Rule 3 . 26( d), pursuant to which the Hospitals

Cir. July 8 ,

1997)

move , is that although denial of injunctive relief by the courts does
not compel the Commission , as a matter of law , to tenninate its
administrative case , such judicial action justifies respondents in
asking the Commission to review closely whether further proceedings
are appropriate. The Commission Policy Statement on

Administrative Merger Litigation Following the Denial of
Preliminary Injunction , which was published with Rule 3 . 26(

a

d), states

that Ihe Commission must detennine whether to continue or tenninate
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an administrative proceeding on a case- by-case basis. 60 Fed. Reg.
242 at 20 994.
741 , 39 743 (1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)
In detennining whether to continue the administrative litigation
the Commission has considered the following factors set forth in the
Commission s Policy Statement:
(i) The factual rmdings and legal conclusions of the district court or any
appellate court

, (ii) any new evidence

developed during the course of the

preliminary injunction proceeding, (iii) whether the transaction raises important
issues offact , law , or merger policy that need resolution in admstrative litigation
(iv) an overall assessment of the costs and benefits offurther proceedings , and (v)
any other matter that bears on whether it would be in the public interest to proceed
with the merger challenge.

After considering the pleadings and each of these five factors , the
Commission has detennined that further administrative litigation is
not in the public interest.
Accordingly,
It
is
ordered That respondents ' motion for leave to file a reply

Id.

and complaint counsel' s motion for leave to file a response to the

reply be , and they hereby are , granted;
It is
further ordered That respondents ' motion to dismiss be , and
it hereby is , granted.
Chainnan Pitofsky recused.
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IN THE MATTER OF

GLOBAL WORLD MEDIA CORPORATION , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

3772.

Complaint,

1997-- Declsion ,

October

Oct.ober

1997

among other things , requires a California- based company and
the marketers of a supplement known as " Herbal Ecstacy, " to
substantiate all future safety claims for any food , drug or dietary supplement

This consent order ,
its officer ,

and requires a disclosure statement warning consumers of the potentially
serious safety risks of taking Ecstacy or any other product containing ephedra.
the consent order prohibits the respondents from promoting
Ecstacy or any similar product for its mind- altering effects in media with a
predomiant youth audience , and prohibits misrepresentations of testimonials
or endorsements of any product.
In addition ,

Appearances
For the Commission:

Nancy Warder,

Michelle Rusk

and C.

Lee

Peeler.
For the respondents:

Willam H. Dailey,

Encino , CA.

COMPLAIT
The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Global World Media Corporation , a corporation , and Sean Shayan
individually and as an offcer ofthe corporation (" respondents ), have

violated provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public
interest , alleges:

1. Respondent Global World Media Corporation is a California
corporation with its principal offce or place of business at 1501 Main
Street , Venice , California.
2. Respondent Sean Shayan is an offcer of the corporate
respondent. Individually or in concert with others ,

he fonnulates

directs , or controls the policies , acts , or practices of the corporation

including the acts and practices

alleged in this complaint. His

principal offce or place of business is the same as that of Global

World Media Corporation.
3. Respondents have advertised , labeled , offered for sale , sold
and distributed products to the public , including Ecstacy or Herbal
Ecstacy tablets (" Ecstacy ). The principal ingredient in Ecstacy is
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Ma- Huang, a botanical source of ephedrine alkaloids, Ecstacy also
contains , among other things , the following ingredients: guarana
ginseng, ginkgo biloba , cola nut , and green tea extract. Ecstacy is a
food" anclor " drug, " within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 ofthe
Federal Trade Commission Act.
4. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
5. Respondents ' have disseminated , or have caused to be
disseminated , advertisements for Ecstacy, including but not

necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A through D , and oral
representations as set forth in subparagraph E below. In addition
respondents have furnished the means and instrumentalities to third

par distributors to disseminate advertising on the World Wide Web

including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits E and
F. These advertisements and oral representations contained the
following statements:
A.

Ecstacy

) alternative
From Tokyo to South Africa to the United Kingdom to Argentina , with over 2
milion units sold in over 15 countries , a product known as herbal ecstacy OO is
revolutionizing the way the world thinks of designer drgs. Csing 9 exotic
The world' s first organic ecstacy (m.

botanicals impol1ed exclusively for this product , herbal ecstacy OO has been carefully
of pleasurable
effects.
formulated to produce a considerable range
Reported effects last 4- 8 Hours:
* euphoria
* tingly skin sensations
* highly increased energy levels
* increased sexual sensations
* mood elevation
(a mild serotonin inibitor)"

Dr. Janis Burton , New Psychology Magazine , Paris , France.
Developed by many of the same doctors who created the chemical version , herbal
ecstacy contains no chemicals
ecstacy lS is 100% natural & absolutely safe. herbal
or other impurities. This product is synergistically blended in order to maximize
effects. II Dr. Steven Jonson , Tel Aviv
benefits and eliminate any possible side
Israel. (Exhibits A and B: Penthouse.

B. 2 dosages (IO tablets) $ 19.
12 dosages (60 tablets) 599.
18 dosages (90 tablets) 5149.
40 dosages (200 tablets) 5299. 99 (Exhibit A: Penthouse.
e. 2 doses (10 tablets) $ 19.

10 doses (50 tablets) 569.
20 doses (100 tablets) 599. 99 (Exhibit B: Penthouse.

...
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free n 24 hour n 7 days
1 - 800 - 365 - 0000 (Exhibits A and B: Penthouse.
E. Consumers calling respondents ' toll- free " 800" number have been advised
that if they fail to achieve the advertsed euphoric , psychotropic , or sexual effects
they may ignore the dose suggested in advertising and labeling for the product
(such as one (1) tablet every seventy- two (72) hours) and take more Ecstacy tablets
including doses of seven or eight tablets at one time.
F. Send Check or money order to: Global World Media Corporation
Distribution and wholesale inquiries: FAX (310) 581- 4456
(Exhibits A and B: Penthouse.
D.

toll

G. SPOKESWOMAN: Introducing Herbal Ecstacy.

(Various shots of young people dancing, playing drms , embracing. J
SPOKESWOMAN: The world' s first organic designer experience. A sacred blend of
nine exotic herbs that produce a considerable range of pleasurable effects.
(SUPERSCRlPT: Satisfaction GuaranteedJ

SPOKESWOMAN: Increased energy

levels. Euphoric sensations with absolutely no

side effects... HerbaI Ecstacy. The alternative...
(Exhibit C: Nickelodeon , 1995)
H. MALE ANNCR. : Are you ready for ths? Introducing the world' s first organic

ecstasy alternative.
MALE ANNCR. :

Users reported keeping a clear head and a sense of heightened
perception all night long with no side effects what so ever. So tr the alternative
tr Herbal Ecstasy.

MALE ANNCR.: The world' s

first organic ecstasy alternative.

(Exhibit D: Radio Commercial Transcript , 1995)
I. Herbal Ecstacy
A fantastically light headed , tingly happy, happy buzz , with no side effects.
Herb Garden Magazine , UK.
The effects of herbal ecstacy beyond smart drug capacity include:
euphoric stimulation
highly increased energy levels
tingly skin sensations
enhanced sensory processing
increased sexual sensations

mood elevations
Dr. Janis Burton New Psychology Magazine
(Exhibit E: World Wide Web Site , March 27 , 1996)
1. ecstacy

The Legal Alternative I

A fantastically light headed , tingly happy- happy buzz , with no side effects.
Herb Garden Magazine , U.
The effects of herbal ecstacy beyond smart drug capacity inc1ude:

euphoric stimulation
highly increased energy levels
tingly skin sensations
enhanced sensory processing
increased sexual sensations

mood elevations
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Dr. Janis Burton - New Psychology Magazine
Ia' tab pack - sug. dose 5 tabs.
(Exhibit F: World Wide Web Site , March 27 , 1996)

6. Through the means described in paragraph five , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that use of Ecstacy in
the doses recommended or in other reasonably foreseeable amounts
is absolutely safe and will cause no side effects.
7, In truth and in fact , use of Ecstacy in the doses recommended
or in other reasonably foreseeable amounts is not absolutely safe and
may cause side effects. The Ma- Huang in Ecstacy is a botanical
source of various chemicals including ephedrine alkaloids that can

have dangerous effects on the central nervous system and heart.
Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph six was , and is
false or misleading.
8. Through the means described in paragraph five , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that they possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set
forth in paragraph six , at the time the representation was made.
9. In truth and in fact , respondents did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that the representation set forth in paragraph six
at the time the representation was made. Therefore , the representation
set forth in paragraph eight was , and is , false or misleading.
10. Through the means described in paragraph five , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that Dr. Steven Jonson

of Tel Aviv ,

Israel ,

provided an endorsement pertaining to the

absolute safety and the lack of side effects of Ecstacy, and that the
endorsement appearing in the advertisements for Ecstacy accurately
reflects his actual opinions , findings , and beliefs.
II.
In truth and in fact , Dr. Steven Jonson of Tel Aviv , Israel , did
not provide an endorsement pertaining to the absolute safety and the
lack of side effects of Ecstacy. Dr. Jonson is a fictitious person and
therefore , the endorsement appearing in the advertisements for
Ecstacy does not accurately reflect the actual opinions , findings , or

beliefs of Dr. Jonson.
12. In their advertising and sale of Ecstacy tablets , including in
media with a substantial youth audicnce such as certain Nickclodeon
and MTV cable programming stations , respondents have represented
that Ecstacy tablets are a safe alternative to il1egal drugs to produce

euphoric , psychotropic , or sexual enhancement effects. Respondents

have failed to disclose that use of Ecstacy tablets

in the doses
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recommended or in other reasonably foreseeable amounts may
present a signficant health or safety risk , including but not limited to

dangerous effects on the central nervous system and heart. These
facts would be material to consumers in their purchase and use of
Ecstacy tablets. This practice was , and is , a deceptive act or practice.

13. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices , and the
making of false advertisements , in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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953 N HIGHLAND AVE- . HOU.YWOOD CA
(2131957-FAX (213) 95- 9703
1!11 CEr-,INELA AVE. ' SANTA MON!CA. C.. 9(.
(31() 53J77'FAX
(310t .cJ.7!J"
oFAX (8J8) !.27C
3723 W OUVE AVE. ' BURBANk CA 91.5" (813)5527

GLOBAL iORLO HEDIA CORP.

(310) 581-450

KERBAL ECSTACY'

11

Ready For This

DIRECTOR: JON ALLOiAY
3 X : 30 GENER IC/TEXT/T .T FED EX

P LEA 5 E K A VE A N ICE DA Y

Exhibit C
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EXHIBIT C
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Yeah'
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Introducing Herbal Ecstacy
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The \,' orld' s first organic designer experience. .- sacred ble:1d of nine
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EXHIBIT D
RADiO COMMERCIAL TRANSCRIPT
PROGRAM:MUSIC

STATION: KLSX (LOS ANGELES)
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3/0!;,'95

35AM

HERBAL ECSTASY

MALE ANNCR. Are YOIJ (fJaay

G) (SF-X: INAUDIBLE SPEAKING) Introducing

for this? (MUSIC IN B.

the wor1d'llirsl organic: ec.tuy aUemative.

WOMAN" Ei:ta,y.
MALE ANNCR

Hertal Ecstasy Reponed sensations inc:ludll euphoria. highly:ncreased energy le..el

increased sexual feelings with l1oating. mood liftng effects
WOMAN . Ecstasy

MALE ANNCR

Carefully formulated by the world' , most advanced labor,ilones usmg rare varieties of

nine plants impor1ed fJJu;.lusively for Ihis product

'vANo Hertal Ecstasy.
MALE ANNCR.: Users reponed keeping a clear head ;!nd a sense 01 neigntened perception all night

10l'g with no sid! oH!c:s what so 8_,
with if money bade guaranlee

To

So tr thl illllmiltiV8,
try Hertal Ecstasy

order 1;11 toll fr!!e , 1- 800- 365- 0000.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its

consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are true and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I. Respondent Global World Media Corporation is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of California , with its office and principal place of
business located at 1501 Main Street in the City of Venice , State of
California.

Respondent Sean Shayan is an offcer of said corporation. He
formulates , directs and control the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , and his principal office and place of business is located
at the above stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
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ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For puroses of this order , the fo11owing definitions sha11

apply:

1. " Competent and reliable scientifc evidence sha11 mean tests

analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area ,

that has been conducted and
maner
by
persons
qualified to do so , using
evaluated in an objective
procedures genera11y accepted in the profession to yield accurate and

reliable results.
2. " Clearly and prominently sha11 mean as fo11ows:
A. In a television or video advertisement , the disclosure sha11 be
presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the
advertisement. The audio disclosure sha11 be delivered in a volume

and cadence suffcient for an ordinary consumer to hear and
comprehend it. The video disclosure sha11 be of a size and shade , and
sha11 appear on the screen for a duration ,

suffcient for an ordinary

consumer to read and comprehend it.
B. In a radio advertisement or in telephone conversations the

disclosure sha11 be delivered in a volume and cadence sufficient for
an ordinary consumer to hear and comprehend it.
C. In a print advertisement , the disclosure sha11 be in a type size
and in a location that are suffciently noticeable so that an ordinary
consumer wi11 see and read it , in print that contrasts with the
background against which it appears. In multi- page documents , the
disclosure sha11 appear on the cover or the first page.
D. In an advertisement on any electronic media received by
consumers via computer , such as the Internet' s World Wide Web or
commercial online computer services , the disclosure sha11 be in a type
size , and in a location , that are suffciently noticeable so that an
ordinar consumer wi11 see it and read it , in print that contrasts with
the background against which it appears. In multi-screen documents
the disclosure sha11 appear on the first screen and on any screen
containing ordering infonnation.
E. On a product label , the disclosure sha11 be in a type size , and
in a location on the principal display panel ,

that are suffciently

noticeable so that an ordinary consumer wi11 see and read it , in print

that contrasts with the background against which it appears.
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inconsistent with , or in mitigation of the

disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any label.
3. Unless otherwise specified respondents shall mean Global

World Media Corporation , its successors and assigns and its offcers;
Sean Shayan , individually and as an offcer of the corporation; and
each of the above s agents , representatives and employees.
4. "Ephedrine product(s)"
shall mean foods , drugs , dietary
supplements , or other products intended for internal use containing
a source of any ephedrine alkaloid , including but not limited to
ephedrine , pseudoephedrine , norephedrine , norpseudoephedrine
N-methylephedrine , and N-methylpseudoephedrine , either derived
ITom natural sources such as Ephedra sinica (also called Ma- Huang
or Chinese Ephedra) or synthetically produced.
5. "Purchaser for resale shall mean any purchaser of any
ephedrine product(s) sold by respondents (a) who is a distributor or
operates a wholesale or retail business selling any such product(s) or
(b) who orders one hundred (100) or more tablets , doses , or other
units of any such product(s) in any three (3) month period.
6. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U.

c. 44.

It is ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other
food , drug, or dietary supplement in or affecting commerce , shall not:

A. Represent in any maner , expressly or by implication , that the

use of such product is safe or will cause no side effects; or
B. Make any other representation , in any maner , expressly or by
implication , about the safety or side effects of such product , unless
the representation is true and , at the time it is made , respondents
possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.

II.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
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sale , or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other
ephedrine product that is not a " drug " as defined by the Federal Food
Drug and Cosmetic Act , 21 U.S. c. 321 as amended , in or affecting

commerce , shall not represent , in any manner , expressly or by
implication , that it is appropriate for users to take such product in an
amount that contains ephedrine alkaloids or any other ingredient in
excess of any level for such ingredient in a dietary supplement as may
be established by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under
any applicable rule or regulation.

It is further ordered That respondents shall make the following
disclosure , clearly and prominently, in any advertisement
promotional material , package label , and package insert for Ecstacy
or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other ephedrine product , and in any

discussion relating to dosage or use of any such product that results
fTom a communication via electronic mail or from any call made by
or on behalf ofrespondents or received on their toll- fTee , pay- per-call
number , or other telcphone lines.

ARNG: Ths product contains ephedre which can have dangerous effects on
the central nervous system and heart and could result in serious injury. Risk of
injury increases with dose.

Provided , however , if the product is subject to any FDA rule or
regulation that requires a warning or a disclosure about safety or

health effects for labeling, such warning or disclosure

shall be

required in lieu of the disclosure set forth above.
IV.

It is further ordered That respondents shall not provide the
means and instrumentalities to , or otherwise assist , any person who
respondents know or have reason to know is making any false or
misleading representation or deceptive material omission in
connection with the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for
sale , sale , or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any
other ephedrine product. " Assist" includes , but is not limited to
selling Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other ephedrine

product to that person.

, "
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directly or through any

corporation , subsidiar, division , or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advcrtising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distrbution of any product in or affecting commerce shall not
misrepresent that any testimonial or endorsement of the product
reflects the actual experience and current opinions , findings , beliefs
or experiences of the testimonialist or endorser.
VI.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiar, division , or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other
ephedrine product marketed as an alternative to an illegal drug or for
its euphoric , psychotropic , or sexual effects , including through the
use of the name Ecstacy, Herbal Ecstacy, or Ecstasy, shall not
disseminate or employ for any such product advertising, marketing,
or other promotional activities directed to individuals under the age
of twenty-one (21) years.

For purposes of this Part

advertising, marketing, or other
promotional activity directed to individuals under the age of
twenty-one (21) years " shall include , but not be limited to:
A. Advertisements appearing in publications whose readers
younger than twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent
(50%) or more of the total readership;
B. Advertisements appearing during or immediately adjacent to
television programs seen by audiences whose viewers younger than
twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more
of total viewers;
C. Advertisements appearing on a television or radio station or

channel at a timc when its viewers or listeners younger Ihan
twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more
of total viewers or listeners;

D. Advertisements

commercially

appearing on the same video as a
prepared video whose viewers younger than

twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more
of total viewers; or preccding a movie whose viewers younger than
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twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more
of total viewers;
E. Advertising or promotional activity at events such as concerts
that are attended by audiences

whose members younger than

twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more
of the total audience; or
F. Advertising, marketing, or other promotional activity,
regardless of when or where it appears , is disseminated , or takes
place , whose audience members younger than twenty-one (21) years
of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more of the total audience.
VII.

It is further ordered That respondent Global World Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and respondent Sean

Shayan shall submit an analysis ,

perfonned by an indcpendent

laboratory, of the level of ephedrine alkaloids (including ephedrine
pseudoephedrine , norephedrine , norpseudoephedrine , N-methylephedrine , and N-methylpseudoephedrine) in Ecstacy or Herbal
Ecstacy tablets and any other ephedrine product sold by them within
sixty (60) days of service of this order, and for the next five (5) years
once anually during the month of the first submission required by
this Par.

VII
Nothing in this order shall be construed as pennitting respondents
to market any ephedrine product:

A. In a state where the sale of such products has been banned;
B. In a manner that is inconsistent with any applicable state
restrictions on their sale; or
C. In a manner that is inconsistent with any applicable FDA rule
or regulation.
IX.
Nothing in
this
order shall prohibit respondents nom making any
representation for any drg that is pennitted in labeling for such drug
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food
and Drug Administration , or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.
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Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and

Drug Administration

pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and

Education Act of 1990.

XI.

It is further ordered That respondent Global World Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and respondent Sean
Shayan shall:

A. Send by first class certified mail or deliver in person , an exact
copy of the notice attached hereto as Attachment A , without any other
accompanying material , to each person who makes or answers calls
respondents ' toll- free , pay- per- call number , or other telephone
In
lines maintained for providing information about Ecstacy or Herbal
Ecstacy or any other epbedrine product and each person who provides

such information via electronic mail. Persons presently making or
answering such calls and electronic mail shall be sent the notice
within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order. Persons
retained in the future to make or answer such calls and electronic mail
shall be given the notice prior to being permitted to make or answer
any such calls;

B. Notify any person who fails to return the signed statement
included in Attachment A within seven (7) days of receipt that they
wi1 be terminated in the event that they fail to return the signed
statement;
C. Terminate any person who receives the notification required by

subpart B and fails to return the signed statement within seven (7)
days of receipt of the notification , and terminate immediately any
person who fails to comply with the provisions of the notice attached
hereto as Attachment A; and
D. Institute a reasonable program of continuing surveillance
adequate to reveal whether each person who makes or answers calls
received on respondents ' toll- free , pay- per-call number , or other
telephone lines maintained for inquires about Ecstacy or Herbal
Ecstacy or any other ephedrine product , and each person who
provides information about such products via elecIronic mail , is
conforming to the requirements of this order.
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XII.

It is further ordered That respondent Global World Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and respondent Sean

Shayan shall for five (5) years after the receipt of the last
XI
above , maintain and upon request
make available for the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and
copymg:
correspondence required by Par

A. Copies of all notices sent to any person pursuant to subpart A
XI
of this order; and
B. Copies of all communications with any person who receives
the notification required by subpart B or is terminated pursuant to
subpart C of Part
XI
of this order.
of Part

XII
It is further ordered That respondent Global World Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and Sean Shayan shall:
A. Send an exact copy of the notice attached hereto as Attachment
B by first class certified mail , return receipt requested within thirty
(30) days after the date of service of this order , to any purchaser for
resale on or after January I , 1993. The mailing shall include no other
document;
B. For a period ofthree (3) years following the date of service of
this order ,

send an exact copy of the notice attached hereto as
Attachment B by first class certified mail , return receipt requested , to
any purchaser for resale. The mailing shall include no document other
than Attachment B with the exception of an invoice for the purchase
ofthe product , and shall be made prior to or simultaneously with the
first shipment of the product;
C. In the event respondents receive any infonnation that
subsequent to receipt of Attachment B , any purchaser for resale is
using or disseminating advertisements or promotional materials that
contain any representation prohibited by this order , respondents shall

immediately notify such person that respondents will cease to sell
ephedrine products to such person if the prohibited representations
continue to be made; and
D. Terminate any purchaser for resale about whom respondents

receive any information that such person is continuing to use
advertisements or promotional materials that contain any
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representation prohibited by this order after receipt of the notice
required by subpart C of this Part.
XIV.

It is further ordered That respondent GJobaJ WorJd Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and respondent Sean
Shayan shan for five (5) years after the Jast correspondence to which
they pertain , maintain and upon request make avaiJable to the FederaJ
Trade Commission for inspection and copying:

A. Copies of an notification letters sent to persons pursuant to
subpar A or B of Par XII; and
B. Copies of an communications received or sent pursuant to
subpart C or D of Part XII.

xv.
It is further ordered That respondents GJobal World Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and respondent Sean
Shayan shan , for five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of
any representation covered by this order , maintain and upon request
make availabJe for the FederaJ Trade Commission for inspection and
copymg:

A. An advertisements and promotionaJ materials containing the
representation;

B. An materiaJs that were reJied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
C. An tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or controJ that contradict , quaJify, or can
into question the representation ,

including complaints and other

communcations with consumers or with governentaJ

or consumer

protection organizations.

XVI.

It is further ordered That respondents GlobaJ World Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and respondent Sean

Shayan shan deJiver a copy of this order to an current and future
principals , offcers , directors , and managers , and to an current and
future empJoyees , agents , and representatives having responsibiJities
with respect to the subject matter of this order , and shaH secure from
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each such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt
ofthe order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel
within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order , and to
future personnel within thirt (30) days after the person assumes such
position or responsibilities.
XVII.
It is further ordered That Global World Media Corporation and

its successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty
(30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not
limited to a dissolution , assignment , sale , merger , or other action that
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or affliate that engages in any
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed fiing of a

bankuptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address,
Provided , however , that , with respect to any proposed change in the
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days
prior to the date such action is to take place , respondent shall notify
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such
knowledge. All notices required by this Par shall be sent by certified
mail to the Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of
Consumer Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.

XVII
It is further ordered That respondent Sean Shayan , for a period
of ten (10) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall notify
the Commission of(1) the discontinuance of his current business or

employment and (2) his affliation with any new business or
employment where such business or employment relates

to the

manufacturing, advertising, promoting, offering for sale , sale , or
distrbution of any food , drug, or dietar supplement. The notice shall
include respondcnt' s new business address and telephone number and

a description of the nature of the business or employment and his
duties and responsibilities. All notices required by this Part shall be

sent by certified mail to the Associate Director ,
Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer
Commission , Washington , D.

Division of

Protection , Federal Trade
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XIX.

It is further ordered That respondents Global World Media
Corporation , and its successors and assigns , and respondent Sean
Shayan shall , within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this
order , and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may
require , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in
detail that manner and fonn in which they have complied with this
order.
XX.

This order will tenninate on October 9 , 2017 , or twenty (20) years
ITom the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade

Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order
whichever comes later; provided , however , that the fiing of such a
complaint wil not affect the duration of:
A. Any Par in this order that tenninates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent Ihat is not named as
a defendant in such complaint;

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
tenninated pursuant to this Part.

Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of this
order , and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order wil tenninate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed , except that the order will not
tenninate between the date such complaint is fied and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such

dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
ATTACHME"IT A
TO BE DELIVERED BY CERTIFIED MAIL OR IN PERSON
LTo be printed on Global World ',edia Corporation letterhead)
(date)
Dear (name):

This letter is to infonn you that Global World Media Corporation (" GWMC"
recently settled a civil dispute with the Federal Trade Commssion (" FTC"

regarding ccrtain alleged claims about Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets
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Ecstacy ). Although we do not admt the violations alleged in the FTC complaint
we have entered into this settlement with the FTC to avoid litigation. As part of the
settlement , we are required to notify our employees and others who' make or
receive calls about Ecstacy, or other ephedrine- containing products sold by
GWMC to stop makig certain statements prohibited by the order and to notifY the
caller of the potentially serious health risks associated with taking these products.

Effective immediately, you must comply with the following requirements
when contactig potential purchasers or responding by telephone , in writing, or by
any other means to any inquiry about Ecstacy or any other ephedrine- containing
product sold by GWMe. These products include (list here by product name any
ephedre- containg products other than Ecstacy sold by GWMC as of the date of
this notice J:

1. You must make the following disclosure in your communications about
Ecstacy or any other ephedrine product:

I am required to give you the following important information:

WARNING: This product contains ephedrine which can have dangerous
effects on the central nervous system and heart and could result in serious
injury. Risk of injury increases with dose.

(In the event any FDA rule or regulation requires a different warning or disclosure

in labeling about the health and safety effects of such products , substitute that
warning or disclosure here. J
When given orally, this statement must be read prior to any other discussion about
the product and in a tone of voice and at a speed that wil permit the caller to hear

the disclosure and understand the seriousness of the warning. When included in any
wrtten communication , this statement must be presented clearly and prominently

and before any other information about the product. You must not make any
statement or other suggestion that could contradict this statement.
2. You must not make any statement or other suggestion about the number of

tablets that users can take , other than to repeat the dose information on the product
label.
Under the FTC order , we are required to get a signed statement from you that
you have read ths letter and intend to comply with its requirements. Accordingly,
you must sign and return the following statement to us.

Failure to sign and return the attached statement promptly or to comply with
the provisions of this letter wil result in your termination.
Your cooperation in complying with this letter is appreciated. If you have any
questions , please contact William H. Dailey at (310) 458- 0810 (in the event that he
no longer represents GWMC , the name and telephone number of the acting
attorney, or if none , an offcer of GWMC , may be substitutedJ.

Sincerely,
Sean Shayan

President

Global World Media Corporation

------- -----------------------------------
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(perforation for tear- away statement)
I have read ths letter and understand it and will keep a copy to refer to when
answering consumer calls. In the future I intend to comply with the provisions of
the letter. I understand that the failure to do so wil result in my termation.
(recipient's name)

(date)

ATTACHMENTB
BY CERTIFIED ',IL , RETC'RN RECEIPT REQUESTED

(to be printed on Global world Media Corporation IetterheadJ
(date)
Dear (name)

This letter is to inform you that Global World Media Corporation (" GWMC"

recentJy settled a civil dispute with the Federal Trade Commission (" FTC"
regarding certain a!1eged claims about Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tabJets
Ecstacy ). Although we
do not
admt to the violations a!1eged in the FTC
complaint , we have entered into ths settlement with the FTC to avoid litigation. As
part of the settlement , we are required to notify anyone who purchases for resale
Ecstacy or other ephedre- containg products sold by GWMC , including (list any
ephedre-containg products sold by GWMC as of the date ofthis letterJ, to stop

using advertising or promotional materials that make any of the representations
prohibited by the settlement.
A lJegations of the FTC Complaint
The FTC complaint alleges that GWMC claimed that the use of Ecstacy in the
recommended doses or other reasonably foreseeable amounts is absolutely safe and
wil cause no side effects. The complaint challenges these claims as false and
unsubstantiated , noting that the use of products that contain ephedrine alkaloids
such as Ecstacy, can have dangerous effects on the central nervous system and
heart. The complaint also charges that GWMC's advertising for Ecstacy included
false endorsements from fictitious persons , including Dr. Steven Jonson.
FTC Ordcr Provisions
The order we entered into as part of our settlement with the FTC requires us
to comply with the following provisions:

1. Weare prohibited from making claims in advertising, labeling and other
promotions for Ecstacy, or any other food , drug or dietary supplement , that such
product is absolutely safe or causes no side effects , or from making any other claim
about the product' s safety or lack of side effects , unless the claim is tre and we
have competent and reliable scientific evidence to support it.
2. We are prohibited in advertsing, labeling, and other promotions for Ecstacy
or other products we sell that contain ephedrine , including those listed above , from
recommending a dose that exceeds the maximum level for ephedre as established
by FDA for dietary supplements (insert FDA standard as of the date of this IetterJ.
3. Weare prohibited in advertising, labeling, and other promotions for any

product from representing falsely that any testimonial or endorsement of the
product reflects the actual experience and eun-ent opinions , findings , beliefs or
experiences of the testimonial or endorser.
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4. We are required in all advertising, labeling, and other promotions for
Ecstacy and other ephedre-containing products to make the fonowing disclosure
clearly and promiently:

WARNING: This product contains ephedrine which can have dangerous effects
on the central nervous system and heart and could result in serious injury. Risk

injury increases with dose.
(In the event any FDA rule or regulation requires a different warning or disclosure
in labeling, about safety or health effects of such products , substitute that warning

or disclosure here. J

5. Finally, we are prohibited from marketig Ecstacy or any other ephedrinecontaining product for its euphoric , psychotropic , or sexual effects , through any
advertising, marketing, or other promotions directed at an audience with 50% or
more of its members under the age of twenty- one.
As part of our settlement with the FTC , GWMC must take steps (such as
sending you this letter) to ensure that people who purchase for resale Ecstacy or
other ephedre- containing products sold by GWMC stop using any advertising or
promotional materials that do not fully comply with the requirements described

above. If you continue to use materials that do not fully comply with such
requirements , we are required by the settlement with the FTC to stop selling
Ecstacy and other ephedrine- containing products to you.

Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions , please contact
William H. Dailey at (310) 458- 0810 (in the event that he no longer represents
GWMC , the name and telephone number of the acting attorney, or if none , an
offcer of GWMC , may be substituted).
Sincerely,
Sean Shayan

President
Global World Media Corporation
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IN THE MATTER OF

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING , INe.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TIO'\ OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLA YTON ACT AND SEe. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

9282.

Complaint., Nov. 13 , 1996-- Decision , Oct. 20 1997

This consent order requires , among other things , Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
ADP" ), the New Jersey salvage- yard parts trading infonnation network , to
divest the fanner AutoIno assets as an ongoing business , to grant the acquirer
a paid-up, perpetual , nOll- exclusive license to the " Hollander Interchange " (the
cross- indexed numbering system
of interchangeable
auto parts) and to provide
updates to the Hollander Interchange until the acquirer can create its own
updates. The consent order also requires ADP , for one year after divestiture
to allow the acquirer to draw on ADP' s technical assistance , and to allow
certain contractual customers to switch to the acquirer s product without
penalty. In addition , the consent order prohibits ADP from restricting its
employees from accepting employment with the acquirer and , for 10 years
prohibits it from restricting its customers ' ability to COlllect to and receive or
transmit inventory data through the acquirer s products and requires it to
provide information necessary for the acquirer or its licensees to create

interfaces with ADP' s products. Finally, for
10
years , the consent order
requjres ADP to obtain FTC approval before reacquiring any AutoInfo assets
and to notify the FTC before acquiring other assets used in salvage- yard
management or communications systems.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Howard Morse , Eric Rohlck

and

William

Baer.
For the respondent:
Y. and

Rogers
Wells New York
Wells Washington , D.

Kevin Arquit ,

Steve Newborn , Roger

COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission (" Commission ), having reason
to believe that respondent Automatic Data Processing, Inc. (" ADP"
a corporation , entered into an agreement with and acquired assets of
Autolnfo , Inc. (" Auto Info ), in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U.S. e. 45 , and Section 7 of
the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U.S. e. 18 , and attempted to

monopolize and monopolized markets in violation of Section 5 ofthe
Federal Trade Commission Act , and that a proceeding in respect

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING , INC.
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thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges as follows:
RESPONDENT AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING , INC.

1. Respondent Automatic Data Processing, Inc" is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws ofthe State of DeJaware , with its principal place of business at
One ADP Boulevard , Roseland , New Jersey. ADP , which had total
revenues of approximately $3 billion in 1995 , provides infonnation
services and develops and sells computerized infonnation systems to
a varety of industries , including, through its Claims Solutions Group,
to automotive salvage yards and insurance companies.
JURISDICTION

2. ADP is , and at all times relevant herein has been , engaged in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section I of the Clayton Act
as amended , 15 U.S. e. 12 , and is a corporation whose business is in
or affects commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U.se. 44.
THE ACQilSITON

3. Pursuant to a letter of intent entered in December 1994 and an
asset purchase agreement dated January 31 , 1995 , ADP agreed to
acquire assets of AutoInfo , a company that , like ADP , provided
infonnation services to automotive salvage yards and insurance

companies. In 1994 ,

prior to ADP' s acquisition of AutoInfo assets

AutoInfo had sales in excess of $20 million. The acquired assets
consisted of several business units of AutoInfo described in the
Januar 31 1995 ,

asset purchase agreement and included all rights to
Inventory
System for salvage yards , the ORlON
Communications Network , the
AutoInfo Locator , a computerized on- line service offered to insurance
companies to locatc salvage yard parts , and the assumption of the
the AutoInfo interchange , the Checkmate Computer

data collector responsibilities

for the

Automotive Recyclers

Association (" AR" ) International Database. These assets constituted

substantially all of AutoInfo s assets involved in the development and
sale of information services and products for the automotive salvage

industry.

4. ADP and AutoInfo submitted Premerger Notification and
Report Fonns to the Federal Trade Commission and Department of

, "
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Justice pursuant to the Hart- Scott- Rodino Act (" HSR" ), Section 7 A
of the Clayton Act , 15 U. c. 18a , on December 7 , 1994. ADP'
. filing, however, was deficient because it failed to include documents
responsive to Item 4(c) of the Premerger Notification and Report
Fonn.
5. ADP consumated the transaction and acquired the Autolnfo
assets on or about April 1 , 1995 (" Acquisition
6. ADP recertified its fiing in January 1996 , when it submitted
a corrected filing with numerous documents responsive to Hem 4( c).

The withheld Item 4( c) documents demonstrated , among other things
that there was an anti competitive intent underlying the proposed
acquisition , that the proposed acquisition would create serious
competitive concerns , and that ADP believed that the Acquisition
would give ADP a monopoly or virtal monopoly in several product
markets.

7. Had ADP submitted the required Item 4(c) documents in a
timely manner , the Federal Trade Commission likely would have
issued a Request for Additional Infonnation and Documentar
Material , as authorized under the HSRAct , 15 C. C. ISa(e)(1), and
could have sought an injunction to prevent consummation of the
Acquisition.
8. On April 10 , 1996 , the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia ordered ADP to pay $2. 97 million in civil
penalties pursuant to a complaint and stipulation in settlement of civil

penalty liability claims by the United States against ADP under
Section 7A(g)(1) of the Clayton Act , 15 U.S. C. ISa(g)(1),
THE SALVAGE INDUSTRY

9. Salvage yards use the ADP and fonner- Auto Info products in
buying and selling used parts and pars-assemblies for automobiles
and small trucks. Salvage yards obtain used parts by purchasing

wrecked vehicles and dismantling the purchased wrecks into discrete
parts or aggregations of parts called parts-assemblies. Salvage yards

sell used pars and parts-assemblies (hereafter collectively referred to
as " parts ) to automotive repair shops do- it- yourself' consumers
other salvage yards , and other customers.
10. Salvage yards use computerized infonnation systems to help
them with buying and selling parts. Computerized infonnation
systems automate the process of managing inventories of parts and

the process of making exchange sales with other salvage yards.
Computer hardware and software are used , among other things , to

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING , INC.
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compile records on parts in stock , to locate requested pars in yard
facilities , to prepare invoices and customer records , and to compile
reports on sales activity. In addition , these computer systems are
linked to electronic communications networks that enable yards to
search for parts in the inventories of yards linked together on the
network. Combined ,

these functions enabled by computerized
infonnation systems increase effciency, lower costs , and increase
sales volume for yards that use them.
11. One of the principal inventory-management functions

locating requested parts in stock -- is facilitated within computerized
infonnation systems by an automobile and truck parts interchange , a
numbering system that is unique to the salvage industry
interchange ). An interchange is the product of a compilation of
data about parts interchangeability cross- indexed by a numbering
system , which provides a convention or code for assigning numbers
to parts so as to identify groups of parts that are interchangeable.

Automobile manufacturers (" OEMs ) design and manufacture parts
to be used across several models and over a number of years; hence
parts in a given vehicle share identical or virtually identical designs
with parts of at least some other models and years. A number in the
interchange represents a unique identifier for a class of pars that can
be substituted for each other
make a perfect or near- perfect fit
(i.
when used as a replacement part). This coding system allows salvage
yards to substitute parts built for a given model and year of a vehicle
with interchangeable parts built for different models and years.
12. Extensive research and time is necessary to create a useful
interchange because there are thousands of parts in a car or truck
numerous models from each manufacturer , a number of years of
models with pars that are interchangcable n yet a different range for
each model and each part -- and a number of manufacturers. With

each new model every year , OEMs often will use a unique OEM
number for each individual part , regardless of the individual part'
interchangeability.
13. Using an interchange , salvage yard personnel will be able to
know whether they can satisfy a customer s request for a replacement
part from the yard' s inventory of pars even if they do not have a part

from the exact model and year of the damaged vehicle. In this way,
use of an

interchange enables yards to increase their sales by

identifying interchangeable parts for customer requests , which

effectively expands their inventories.

" "
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14. Many salvage yards use a computerized inventory-control and
database system called a yard management system , which employs
an electronic version of the interchange. The interchange is built into
the inventory database and designed to interact with it to automate the
process of finding parts in stock. The salesperson can type in a part
descripIion , and the computer s internal database , utilizing the
interchange in electronic form , will bring up a display on the

computer monitor of the interchangeable pars that are in stock , along

with their location in the storage facility.
15. Using an electronic communications network that is directly

linked to its yard management system ,

a salvage yard can also

automatically locate interchangeable parts in the inventories of other
salvage yards that use the same yard management system and are

linked to the same electronic network. The provider of the
computerized infonnation system creates a central inventory database
pooling the inventory of the yard management systems customers.

This central database can be searched by yards using the yard
management system and the electronic network hook-up that
transmits thc search requests to the database and the search results
back to the yard management system. These search results are

displayed on the computer screen (and can be printed out in
hard- copy) like searches done within the yard' s own inventory. As
with searches performed in- house , searches of the central database

utilize the electronic interchange to locate interchangeable parts in
other yards ' inventories.
THE RELEVANT MARKETS

Salvage Yard Information Systems Market
16. A relevant line of commerce in which to assess the effects of

the Acquisition is the integrated group of infonnation products and
services that fonn the complete salvage yard information systems
network , consisting of an interchange integrated with yard
management systems and electronic communications systems
described in paragraphs nine- fifteen and incorporated herein.
17. At the time of the Acquisition , ADP sold as a salvage yard
infonnation system the HoJJander interchange , the HoJJander Yard
Management System (" HYMS" ), and the Electronic Data Exchange

Network (" EDEN" ), an electronic communicaIion network. ADP
competed with AuIolnfo , which sold a system that combined the
Autolnfo interchange , thc AutoInfo yard management system
(available in different versions called " Classic
Checkmate " and

" "
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electronic communication
Checkmate Jr. ), and
ORlON/RTS
network. ADP and AutoInfo , as well as salvage yards and fringe
competitors , recognize that prior to the Acquisition , ADP and
AutoInfo were fierce competitors and the only competitors offering

integrated systems. ADP and AutoInfo competed

for new and

existing customers to whom they could sell and service salvage yard
infonnation systems.

18. There are no economic substitutes for the integrated group of
products that makes up the salvage yard infonnation systems market.
19. In addition to the salvage yard infonnation systems market
each of the individual

components constituting the salvage yard

infonnation systems market , described below , may be sold in separate
lines of commerce that can be analyzed for purposes of detennining
the effects of the Acquisition.

Interchange Market
20. Another relevant line of commerce in which to analyze the
effects ofthe Acquisition is the development and sale of automotive
parts and assemblies interchanges.
21. There are no economic substitutes for an interchange.
Automobile manufacturers do not make public data on parts

interchangeability and do not provide a cross- indexing system to parts
numbers between models or model years.
22, Before the Acquisition ,

ADP owned

the Hollander

Interchange , one of only two interchanges used by the salvage
industry. AutoInfo owned the AutoInfo Interchange , the only other
interchange used by the salvage industry.

Salvage Yard Management Systems Market
23. Another relevant line of commerce in which to analyze the
effects of the Acquisition is the development and sale of yard
management systems integrated with interchange.
24. ADP sells its yard management system under the name
Hol1ander Yard Management System and HYMS Lite. The HYMS
and HYMS Lite products integrated the Hollander Interchange. Prior
to the Acquisition , AutoInfo sold yard management systems cal1ed
Checkmate
Checkmate Jr. " and " Classic. " AutoInfo s yard
management systems integrated the AutoInfo Interchange. After the
Acquisition , ADP announced that it would not sel1 Checkmate
Checkmate Jr. or Classic for new instal1ations , and has not sold any
new units of these products.
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Electronic Communications Systems Market
25. Another relevant line of commerce in which to asscss the
effects of the Acquisition is the development and sale of electronic
communications systems used by salvage yards to locate parts
through searches of a central database of parts.
26. Other communications methods , such as the use of either
ordinary public-switched telephone service and leased open party
lines , often referred to as " hoot ' n holler " lines , are not effective
substitutes for the electronic communication systems.
27. ADP sells a fee-based service using an electronic network
called EDEN. Customers can use EDEN to link their HYMS yard
management system into a central database , maintained by ADP
which is linked to other HYMS units that utilize EDEN. Prior to the
Acquisition , AutoInfo sold a fee-based service using an electronic
network called

ORIONIRTS.

Customers used

ORIONIRTS

to Jink

their Checkmate yard management system into a central database
which was linked to other Checkmate units that utilized ORION.
These electronic communications services can be used as standalone
products by salvage yards that want access to the central database of
available parts and assemblies to locate parts but that do not

contrbute their inventory data to the central database , and thus cannot
sell parts through the electronic communications system.

Salvage Yard Inventory Data for Estimates Market
28. Another relevant line of commerce in which to assess the
effects of the Acquisition is the collection and provision of salvage
yard inventory data to customers who provide such data as a part of
estimating products sold to insurance companies.

29. Insurance companies use estimating software

products

developed and sold by companies such as ADP , CCC Information
Services and Mitchell International to assist in determining the cost
to repair a damaged automobile (" Estimating Softare Providers
The estimate includes necessar parts and the required labor time.

The estimating software can include a function that reveals the
availability and price of salvage parts for use in the auto repair. The
Estimating Software Providers acquire the salvage yard inventory
data fTom databases that collect the data fTom the salvage yards ' yard

management systems. This salvage yard inventory data information
is provided in electronic form to the Estimating Software Providers.
30. ADP provides data on available salvage pars through its Pars

Exchange Salvage (" PXS" ) service. PXS is utilized by insurance
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companies that use ADP' s estimate- preparing softare. Prior to the

Acquisition ,

AutoInfo -- under a contract with the

Recyclers Association --

Automotive

collected and provided salvage part

inventory data to Estimating Software Providers through the
International Database. Since the Acquisition , ADP has collected
salvage part data for the ARA International Database for use by
Estimating Software Providers who compete against ADP.
GEOGRAPHIC MARKT

31. The relevant geographic area in which to assess the effects of
the Acquisition is the United States or , alternatively, the United States
and Canada.

',RKT

STRUCTURE

32. Each of the markets for the relevant products is highly
concentrated. ADP is the only supplier of an interchange , the only
provider of salvage yard information systems , the dominant provider
of yard management systems , with a market share of at least 80%
and the only provider of electronic communications systems that
enable parts locating through a central database of parts.
33. ADP' s acquisition of Autolnfo assets was part of a plan to
acquire the leading infonnation service providers to the salvage

industry and thereby acquire market power. By 1992 , ADP had
sequential acquisitions of Hollander , Inc.
Hollander ), a provider of salvage yard infonnation services with
the largest customer base , and AutoInfo , which had the second largest
fonnulated a plan of

customer base. ADP acquired Hollander in 1992. Acquiring both
companies in sequence was a part of ADP' s strategy to control the
computerized salvage yards in the industry and the suppliers of the
computerized systems.
34. ADP' s principal and only significant competitor in the
relevant product markets prior to the Acquisition was AutoInfo.
AutoInfo produced the only other interchange used by salvage yards
and the only other yard management system with an integrated

electronic interchange. Autolnfo also produced the only other
electronic communications network that enables parts locating

through a central database. AutoInfo was the only other finn that
provided a comparable integrated information system. Prior to the
Acquisition , Autolnfo was also the only competitor to ADP in
providing a comprehensive database of

salvage parts collected
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electronically from yard management systems and electronic
networks.
35, There are three other extremely small yard management
system suppliers , each of which is dependent upon a restrictive
license from ADP for use of the Hollander Interchange.
36. Prior to the Acquisition , ADP and AutoInfo were vigorous
head- to- head competitors in the relevant product markets.
37. The closeness of competition between ADP and AutoInfo was
competition. ADP and AutoInfo
competed vigorously to provide communications capabilities to
also reflected in innovation

complement their respective yard management systems. ADP
responded to AutoInfo s ORION network , originally capable only of

EDEN electronic
network , which allowed direct connection between the HYMS yard
management system and a centralized parts inventory database.
transmitting text-messages , by developing the

AutoInfo s response to EDEN , as a competitive challenge to ORION
was to improve ORION by augmenting it with a system similar to
EDEN for use by customers of the AutoInfo yard management

system.
38. After the Acquisition , ADP now owns the principal and , in
some cases , the only products in the relevant markets.
E:-TRY CONDITIONS

39. Entry into the relevant product markets would not be timely,
likely, or sufficient in its magnitude , character , and scope to deter or
counteract anti competitive effects of the Acquisition. ADP'
interchange is protected by copyrght and is based on a database that

took many years to develop and would be difficult

and

time-consuming to attempt to reproduce. The interchange is also the
key input into yard management systems and electronic
communication systems and without entry into the interchange
market , it is also unlikely that timely or sufficient entry will occur

into these other product markets. It is also unlikely that timely or
suffcient entry will occur in the collection and dissemination of
salvage yard inventory data largely because of the time , expense and
diffculty in collecting that salvage yard inventory data independently

of ADP and because ADP is the gatekeeper

of the salvage yard

inventory data through its control of the interchange , integrated yard

management systems ,

electronic communications systems and

salvage yard infonnation systems.
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40. Entry into the market for yard management systems and
electronic communications networks or , alternatively, into the salvage
yard infonnation systems market is also diffcult , time- consuming,
and unlikely because of the large number of customers ADP cUITently

has using these products and services. Yard management systems and
electronic communication systems are used to create a network for
buying and selling used parts , and salvage yards are reluctant to rely
upon a new entrant without a significant number of other salvage yard
customers participating in the network.
ANTICOMPETITVE EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITOX

41. The Acquisition substantially lessened or may substantially
lessen competition in the following ways , among others:
a. It has eliminated Autolnfo as a substantial independent

competitor;
b. It has eliminated actual ,

direct and substantial competition

between ADP and Autolnfo;
c. It has increased the level of concentration in the relevant

product markets;

d. It has led or may lead to increases in price for the relevant
products;
e. It has led or may lead to the reduction in maintenance
service for the relevant products;

f. It has led or may lead to reductions

and

in technological

improvement or innovations in the relevant products;
g, It has increased baITiers to entry into the relevant markets;
h. It has inconvenienced and caused financial hann to users of
Autolnfo s interchange , yard management system , electronic
communication system and infonnation system through failure to
provide upgrades altogether or to provide upgrades in a timely

fashion;
i. It has given ADP market power in the relevant product markcts;

j. It has a) lowed or may allow ADP unilaterally to exercise market
power in the relevant product markets , by increasing prices for yard

management systems , electronic communications and infonnation
systems and by reducing service and innovation competition;
k. It has given ADP monopoly power or a dangerous probability

of success in obtaining monopoly power in the relevant product
markets.
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VIOLA TIONS ALLEGED

COUNT I -- ILLEGAL ACQUISITON

42. The allegations contained in paragraphs one through forty-one
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here.
43. The effect of the Acquisition may be substantially to lessen
competition or tend to create a monopoly in violation of Section 7 of
the Clayton Act , 15 U.S. C. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , 15 U, c. 45.
COUNT II -- ILLEGAL ACQUISITON AGREEMENT

44. The allegations contained in paragraphs one through forty-one
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here.
45. ADP , through the acquisition agreements described in
paragraph three , has engaged in unfair methods of competition in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , 15 U. c. 45,

COllT II -- A TTEMPT TO MO'\OPOLIZE
46. The allegations contained in paragraphs one through forty-one
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here.

47. Through the acquisition of Hollander and the acquisition of
Autolnfo assets , ADP has engaged in unfair methods of competition
in or affecting commerce by attempting to monopolize the relevant

product markets in violation of Section
Commission Act , 15 U.

5 of the Federal Trade

c. 45.

COUNT IV -- MONOPOLIZATION

48. The allegations contained in paragraphs one through forty-one
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here.

49. Through the acquisition of Hollander and the acquisition of
AutoInfo assets , ADP has engaged in unfair methods of competition
in or affecting commerce by monopolizing the relevant product
markets in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , 15 U, c. 45.

DECISION A1\TI ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
the respondent named in the caption hereof with violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , and Section 7
of the Clayton Act , as amended , and the respondent having been
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served with a copy of that complaint ,

together with a notice of

contemplated relief; and
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having Ihereafter executed an agrcement containing a consent order

and admission by the respondent of al1 of the jurisdictional facts set
forth in Ihe complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement
is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission

by respondent that the law has been violated as al1eged

in such

complaint , or that the facts as al1eged in such complaint , other than
jurisdictional facts

, are true and waivers and other provisions as

required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn

this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3 . 25(b) of
its Rules; and
The Commission having considered the matter and having
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such

agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , and
having duly considered the comments filed thereafter by interested
persons pursuant to Section 3.25(f) of its Rules , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3. 25(f) of its
Rules , the Commission hereby makes the fol1owing jurisdictional
findings and enters the fol1owing order:

1. Respondent Automatic Data Processing, Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware with its offiee and principal place of
business located at One ADP Boulevard , Roseland , New Jersey.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of respondent , and the proceeding is in
the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That , as used in this order , the fol1owing definitions
shal1 apply:
A.

Respondent"

or

ADP"

means Automatic Data Processing,

Inc. , its directors , offcers , employees , agents and rcpresentatives

predecessors ,

successors and assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions

groups and affiliates control1ed by ADP , and thc respective directors
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employees , agents , and representatives , successors , and

assigns of each.
B.

Parts Services

means the Parts Services Division of ADP

Claims Solutions Group, Inc. , a subsidiary of ADP.
C.
Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
D.
Acquisition means the April 1 , 1995 , acquisition by ADP of

assets from AutoInfo , Inc. , including salvage yard management
systems , communications systems and networks , automotive
interchange , inventory data collection contracts and other assets.
E. The
AutoInfo Assets means the AutoInfo Interchange , the
AutoInfo YMS , the AutoInfo Communication Systems , AutoInfo
Parts Locator and the AR Database Collector , and a non-exclusive

paid-up license to all research and development ,
Services ,

since April 1

by or for Parts

, 1995 , through the date of divestiture for any

new yard management system or communication system.
means the numeric indexing
maintained and sold or licensed originally by
Hollander , Inc. and subsequently by ADP and used to identify
automotive pars and assemblies and their ability to be interchanged
F. The

Hollander Interchange

system developed ,

and includes all updates prepared by or for ADP up to the date of
divestiture pursuant to paragraph II or paragraph II of this order
including but not limited to any interchange developed or updated by
ADP since the Acquisition from then-existing Hollander Interchange
and AutoInfo Interchange data.
G. The
AutoInfo Interchange means the numeric indexing
system owned by ADP , but previously developcd , maintained and
sold by AutoInfo , used to identify automotive parts and assemblies

and their ability to be interchanged and includes all updates to the
AutoInfo Interchange prepared by or for AutoInfo up to the date of
the Acquisition or by or for ADP up to the date of divestiture
pursuant to paragraph II or paragraph II of this order , and includes
supplier and service contracts , research and development , and other
tangible and intangible assets used in the development and
maintenance of the AutoInfo Interchange.
H.
AutoInfo YMS"
means Checkmate , Checkmate II. , Classic
the BidPad , PartPad , accounting and management modules , and any
other salvage yard management systems developed , maintained , sold
or licensed by AutoInfo , Inc. , and subsequently by ADP , including
source codes , application program interfaces , data formats and
communication protocols , customer , supplier and service contracts
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goodwill , research and development , and other tangible and
intangible assets relating thereto.
r.
Autolnfo Communication Systems means the ORION
ORION/RTS , AutoMatch , AutoXchange , and ORION Exchange
communication systems used for the buying and selling of used auto
parts and assemblies , including source codes , application program
interfaces , data formats and communication protocols , customer
supplier and service contracts , goodwill , research and development
and other tangible and intangible assets relating thereto , and
respondent' s rights and obligations with respect to current and former
subscribers to CalQwik.
J.
ARA"
means the Automotive Recyclers Association.
K.
ARA Database Agreement means the February 27 , 1996
Amended and Restated Agreement Regarding the AR International
Database by and between Automotive Recyclers Association and
ADP Claims Solutions Group, Inc. " and any addenda thereto,
L.
'ARA Database Collector means the rights and obligations to
act as the manager and operator of the Automotive Recyclers
Association International Database pursuant to the AR Database
Agreement.
M.
Compass means the Compass Communications Network
the group of voice communication , data , and buying networks to the
automobile salvage industry formerly owned by AutoInfo , and
customer , supplier and service contracts , goodwill , research and

development and other tangible and intangible assets used in the
development , maintenance , sale or licensing of the Compass
communication systems.
N.
Autolnfo Parts Locator

means the AutoInfo Pars Locator

a computerized on- line telephone service that is offered to the

automobile casualty insurance industry, which uses ORION/RTS , and
access to the ORlON/RTS database , customer
supplier and service contracts , customer lists , goodwill , research and
softare that provides

development and other tangible and intangible assets used in the
development , maintenance , sale or licensing of the AutoInfo Parts
Locator.
O.

HYMS"

means thc Hollander Yard Management System

originally developed , maintained and sold or licensed by Hollander
Inc. , and subsequently developed , maintained and sold or licensed by
ADP.
P.
EDEN"
means the Electronic Data Exchange Network , a
communications and database inventory- search system used by
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salvage yards for the buying and selling of used automobile pars and

assemblies.
Trustee Assets means the AutoInfo Assets and Compass.
Q.
R.
Acquirer means the acquirer or acquirers of the AutoInfo

Assets pursuant to paragraph II or the Trustee Assets pursuant to
paragraph II of this order.
II.

A. Respondent shall divest , absolutely and in good faith , (1)
within one hundred fifty (150) days after the date the agreement
containing consent order is accepted for public comment by the
Commission , or (2) within sixty (60) days after the date on which this
order becomes final , whichever date is later, the AutoInfo Assets as
an on- going business to the Acquirer at the time of divestiture.
Respondent shall divest the AutoInfo Assets only to an acquirer or
acquirers that receive the prior approval ofthe Commission and only
in a maner that receives the prior approval of the Commission. The
purpose of the divestiture of the AutoInfo Assets is to maintain the

AutoInfo Assets as on- going

businesses , to continue use of the

AutoInfo Assets in the same businesses in which the AutoInfo Assets
were engaged at the time of the Acquisition in competition with ADP
and to remedy the lessening of competition resulting ITom the

Acquisition as alleged in the Commission s complaint.
Provided , however , respondent may, in lieu of divesting its rights
as the

AR Database Collector to an Acquirer pursuant to this

paragraph II.A and in satisfaction of its obligations to divest its rights
as the ARA Database Collector under this paragraph II.A , tenninate

in accordance with all of the provisions

specified in the

Database Agreement its role as the ARA Database Collector.
Provided , however , respondent shall grant to any entity that

becomes the AR Database Collector , if such entity is not the
Acquirer , a royalty- free license to the Hollander Interchange to use
solely for purposes of collecting and transmitting data and managing
. and operating a database for the AR pursuant to a data collection
agreement with the AR.
Provided , however , respondent may retain a non-exclusive
paid-up license to the AutoInfo Interchange as of the date of the
divestiture , excluding supplier and service contracts , research and
development , and other tangible and intangible assets uscd in the
development and maintenance of the AutoInfo Interchange.
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B. Pending divestiture of the AutoInfo Assets , respondent shall
as are necessary to maintain the viability,
competitiveness and marketability of the AutoInfo Assets and the

take such actions

Trustee Assets and to prevent the destruction , removal , wasting,

deterioration , or impairment of any of the AutoInfo Assets and the
Trustee Assets except for ordinary wear and tear.
e. Respondent shall comply with the terms of the Asset
Maintenance Agreement , which is attached hereto and incorporated
herein.

It

is

further ordered That:

A. If respondent has not divested the AutoInfo Assets pursuant to
and within the time required by paragraph ILA , the Commission may
appoint a trustee to divest the Trustee Assets, The trustee shall have

all rights and powers necessary to permit the trustee to effect the
divestiture of the Trustee Assets in order to assure the viability,
competitiveness , and marketability of the Trustee Assets and to
accomplish the remedial purposes of this order. In the event that the

Commission or the Attorney General brings an action pursuant to
Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U. e. 45(1),
or any other statute enforced by the Commission , respondent shall
consent to the appointment of a trustee in such action. Neither the
appointment of a trustee nor a decision not to appoint a trustee under
this paragraph shall preclude the Commission or the Attorney General

from seeking civil penalties or any other relief available to it
including a court-appointed trustee , pursuant to Section 5(1) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , or any other statute enforced by the
Commission , for any failure by the respondent to comply with this
order.

Provided , however , the trustee may, at his or her option and in
satisfaction of his or her obligations under this paragraph IILA
require ADP to terminate its role as the AR Database Collector
pursuant to the AR Database Agreement.
Provided , however , respondent shall grant to any entity that

becomes the AR Database Collector,

if such entity is not the

Acquirer , a royalty- fTee license to the Hollander Interchange to use
solely for purposes of collecting and transmitting data and managing
and operating a database for the AR pursuant to a data collection
agreement with the AR.
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however , respondent may retain a non-exclusive

paid-up license to the AutoInfo Interchange as of the date of the
divestiture , excluding supplier and service contracts , research and
development , and other tangible and intangible assets used in the
development and maintenance of the AutoInfo Interchange.
B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant
to this order , respondent shall consent to the following tenns and

conditions regarding the trustee s

powers , duties , authority, and

responsibilities:
L The Commission shall select the trustee , subj ect to the consent
of respondent , which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The
trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise in acquisitions
and divestitues, Ifrespondent has not opposed , in writing, including
the reasons for opposing, the selection of any proposed trstee within
ten (10) days after written notice by the staff of the Commission to

respondent of the identity of any proposed trustee , respondent shal1
be deemed to have consented to the selection of the proposed trustee,
2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission , the trustee
shal1 have the exclusive power and authority to divest the Trustee
Assets.
3. Within ten (l0) days

after appointment of the trustee

respondent shall execute a trust agrecment that , subject to the prior
approval of the Commission and , in the case of a court-appointed

trustee , of the court , transfers to the trustee all rights and powers
necessary to pennit the trustee to effect the divestiture required by
this order.
4, The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph
IlLB. 3 to accomplish the divestiture , which shall be subject to the
prior approval of the Commission. If, however , at the end of the
twelve-month period , the trustee has submitted a plan of divestiture
or believes that divestiture can be achieved within a reasonable time
the divestiture period may be extended by the Commission , or , in the
case of a court-appointed trustee , by the court; provided , however , the
Commission may extend this period only two (2) times.
5. The trustee shall have ful1 and complete access to the
personnel , books , records and facilities related to the Trustee Assets
and to any other relevant infonnation , as the trustee may request.
Respondent shal1 develop such financial or other infonnation as such
trustee may reasonably request and shall cooperate with the trustee.
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Respondent shall take no action to interfere with or impede the
trustee s accomplishment of the divestitures. Any delays in divestiture
caused by respondent shall extend the time for divestiture under this
paragraph in an amount equal to the delay, as determined by the
Commission or , for a court-appointed trustee , by the court.
6. The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiaIe the most
favorable price and teTIns available in each contract that is submitted
to the Commission , subject to respondent's absolute and
unconditional obligation to divest at no

minimum price. The

divestiture shall be made in the manner and to the aequirer or
acquirers as set out in paragraph II of this order; provided , however
if the trustee receives
bona fide
offers from more than one acquiring
entity, and if the Commission determines to approve more than one
such acquiring entity, the trustee shall divest to the acquiring entity
or entities selected by respondent ITom among those approved by the

Commission.
7. The trustee shall serve , without bond or other security, at the
cost and expense of respondent , on such reasonable and customary

terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of
respondent , such consultants , accountants , attorneys , investment
bankers , business brokers , appraisers , and other representatives and

assisIants as are necessary to carr

out the trustee s duties and

responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all monies derived ITom

the divestiture and all expenses incuned. After approval by the
Commission and , in the case of a court- appointed trustee , by the
court , of the account of the trustee , including fees for his or her
services , all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction of the
respondent , and the trustee s power shall be terminated. The trustee
compensation shall be based at least in significant part on a
commission anangement contingent on the trustee s divesting the
Trustee Assets.

8. Respondent shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee
harmless against any losses , claims , damages , liabilities , or expenses
arising out of, or in connection with , the performance of the trustee
duties , including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses
incuned in connection with the preparation for , or defense of any
claim , whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent
that such liabilities , losses , damages , claims , or expenses result from
misfeasance , gross negligence , willful or wanton acts , or bad faith by
the trustee.
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9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute

trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in
paragraph III.A of this order.
10. The Commission or , in the case of a court-appointed trustee
the court , may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee

issue such additional ordcrs or directions as may be necessary or
appropriate to accomplish the divestiture required by this order.
II. In the event that the trustee detennines that he or she is unable
to divest the Trustee Assets in a

manner consistent with the

Commission s purpose in paragraph II , the trustee may divest
additional ancillary assets ofrespondent related to the Trustee Assets
and effect such arrangements as are necessary to satisfy the

requirements of the order.
12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or
maintain the Trustee Assets.

13. The trustee shall rcport in writing to respondent and the
Commission every thirty (30) days concernng the trstee s efforts to
accomplish divestiture,
IV.

It is further ordered That respondent shall:

Grant to the Acquirer , at the time of the divestiture , a paid-up,
perpetual , non-exclusive license , with no continuing royalties and
with unlimited rights to sub- license , to the Hollander Interchange and
to each update ofthe Hollander Interchange , including but not limited
to
ex (alpha) and p (beta) releases of any updates , prepared by or for

respondent for a period of three (3) years staring at the date of
divestiture , or for such longer period and on such tenns as may be
agreed by the Acquirer and respondent , and the right to use the name
Hollander Interchange " in reference to the Hollander Interchange

and updates prepared by or for the respondent pursuant to this
paragraph IV. A. Respondent shall provide such updates to the
Acquirer no later than when it first provides each such update to its
salvage yard customers; and
Provide to the Acquirer , at the time of the divestiture , a copy of
and non-exclusive license to , all computer programs and databases
and a list of and sources for all infonnation , used by respondent to
update the Hollander Interchange.
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Provided , however , respondent m y include in the license entered
pursuant to this paragraph IV a provision preventing or limiting the
Acquirer from reproducing and selling the copyrght protected fOTIat
ofrespondent' s printed , book fOTI of the Hollander Interchange , but
respondent shall not otherwise restrict the Acquirer from producing
and selling the Hollander Interchange in any fOTI , including in
printed , book form.

It ;sfurther ordered That respondent shall , for a period of twelve
(12) months from the date ofthe divestiture pursuant to paragraph II
or paragraph II ofthis order , allow , without penalty, any customer
who entered into a contract for HYMS or EDEN between April I
1995 and the date of divestiture , to switch from HYMS to an
AutoInfo YMS or any yard management system licensed or sold by
the Acquirer

and/or switch from EDEN to the

AutoInfo

Communication Systems or to any communications systems licensed
or sold by the Acquirer.
VI.

It ;s further ordered That:

A. Respondent shall not prevent , prohibit or restrict or threaten to
prevent , prohibiI or restrict any person who was employed by
respondent in Parts Services , or fOTIerly by Autolnfo , Inc. , at any
time since January 1 1995 , from working for the Acquirer and shall
cooperate with the Acquirer in effecting transfer to the Acquirer of
any such employee who chooses to transfer to the Acquirer.
Respondent shall not offer any incentive to any such employees to
decline employment with the Acquirer or to accept other employment
by ADP; and shall remove any non- compete or confidentiality
restrictions with respect to employment of such employees by the
Acquirer. Respondent shall pay, for the benefit of such employees
transferring to thc Acquirer , accrued bonuses , vested pensions and
other accrued benefits.
Provided , however , respondent may match or exceed the
Acquirer s tCTIS for employment offered by the Acquirer to
respondent' s employees who were not employees of AutoInfo , Inc.
as ofJanuary I , 1995.
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Provided , however , nothing in this paragraph shall restrict
respondent from protecting or asserting respondent' s attorney client
or work product privileges.
B. For a period of twelve (12) months following the date of
divestiture pursuant to paragraph II or paragraph II , upon reasonable
notice from the Acquirer , respondent shall provide , at reasonable
times and levels , such personnel , infol1ation , technical assistance
advice and training to the Acquirer as are necessary to transfer the
AutoInfo Assets or the TrusIee Assets , as applicable , and to facilitate
the Acquirer in developing, maintaining and conducting the AutoInfo
Assets as viable , on- going businesses. Such assistance shall include
reasonable consultation with knowledgeable employees of ADP to
satisfY the Acquirer s management that its personnel are appropriately
trained to the extent ADP has the ability to do so after the divestiture
is complete. Respondent shall not charge the Acquirer a rate more
than its own direct cost for providing such assistance.
C. No later than the date of the execution of a divestiture
agreement between respondent and the proposed Acquirer
respondent shall provide the proposed Acquirer with a complete list
of all non- clerical employees of ADP who have been involved in the
development , production , distribution , or sale of the Hollander
Interchange , and of the AutoInfo Assets or of the Trustee Assets at
any time during the period from January I , 1994 , until the date of the
divestiture agreement. Such list shall state each such individual'
name , position , address and telephone number. If the person is no
longer employed by respondent , respondent shall provide all such
infol1ation as it has available.

D. Respondent shall make available to any person , on whose
behalf respondent has filed an application to divest , for inspection
the personnel files and other documentation relating to the individuals
identified in paragraph VI.C of this order to the extent pel1issible

under applicable laws and with the pel1ission of such individuals.
For a period of six (6) months following the divestiture , respondent
shall further provide the Acquirer with an opportunity to interview

such individuals identified in paragraph VI.C of this order and
negotiate employment with any of them.
E. For a period of one (I) year commencing on the date of any
individual' s employment by the Acquirer pursuant to this paragraph
, respondent shall not offer employment to such individual , unless
such individual is no longer employed by the Acquirer.
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VII.
It

is

further ordered That , for a period often (10) years following

the date of divestiture , respondent shall not prohibit , prevent or
restrict , or threaten to prohibit , prevent , restrict or enforce any
contractual arrangements that have the effect of prohibiting,

preventing, or restricting any customer or licensee of the Hollander
Interchange from accessing, connecting with , or communicating data
through , the products of the Acquirer or its licensees , or the ARA
Data Collector , including but not limited to the AutoInfo
Communication Systems or any communication system licensed or
sold by the Acquirer or its licensees , the AutoInfo YY!S or any yard
management systems licensed or sold by the Acquirer or its licensees
or data collection systems provided by the Acquirer or its licensees.
Respondent shall provide to the Acquirer, for use by Acquirer and its
licensees , specifications and information reasonably necessary for the
Acquirer and its licensees to create interfaces with respondent's yard
management and communications systems and a paid-up, perpetual
non- exclusive license to the Acquirer and its licensees to use the
Hollander Interchange and future updates of the Hollander
Interchange in connection with collecting or searching inventory data.
Provided , however , nothing in this paragraph VII shall require
respondent to extend to the Acquircr or its licensees rights to sell or
distribuIe updates of the Hollander Interchange oIher than the rights

specified in paragraphs II or IV. A of this order.
Provided , however , nothing in this paragraph VII shall require
respondent to create or modify application program interfaces or to
alter respondent' s existing products.
Provided , however , nothing in this paragraph VII shall prohibit
the respondent from restlicting transmission of Hollander Interchange
numbers to persons other than the Acquirer or its licensees.
Provided , however , nothing in this paragraph VII shall require
respondent to repair any customer s HYMS or EDE\' product in the
event such product's functionality is damaged by the use of any
product of the Acquirer or its licensees.
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VII
It is further ordered That:

A. For a period often (10) years fTom the date of the divestiture
of the Autolnfo Assets or the Trustee Assets , respondent shall not
without the prior approval of the Commission , directly or indirectly,
Ihrough subsidiaries , partnerships , or otherwise , acquire all or any
part of the Autolnfo Assets , if divested pursuant to paragraph II , or
Trustee Assets , if divested pursuant to paragraph II; and
B. For a period often (10) years from the date this order becomes
final , respondent shall not , without prior notification to the
Commission , directly or indirectly:
1. Acquire any stock , share capital , equity, or other interest in any
concern , corporate or non- corporate , engaged in the development or

sale of yard management systems or communications systems used
by automobile salvage yards within the year preceding such

acquisition; provided , however , that an acquisition of such stock

interest will be exempt from the
requirements of this paragraph if it is solely for the purpose of
share capital ,

equity or other

investment and respondent will hold no more than five (5) percent of
the shares of any class of security; or
2. Acquire any assets used or previously used (and still suitable
for use) in the development or sale of yard management systems or
communications systems used by automobile salvage yards provided
however , that such an acquisition will be exempt from the

requirements of this paragraph if the purchase price is less than
500 000 (one million five hundred thousand dollars).

The prior notifications required by this paragraph shall be given on
the
otification and Report Fonn set forth in the Appendix to Part
803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as amended
(hereinafter referred to as " Ihe
otification ), and shall be prepared
transmitted and kept confidential in accordance wiIh the requirements
of that parI , except that: no filing fee will be required for any such
notification; notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the
Commission and a copy shall be delivered to the Bureau of

Competition; notification need not be made to the United States
Department of Justice; and notification is required only of respondent

and not of any other party to the transaction. RespondenI shall
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thil1y (30) days
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prior to the
referred to as

consummation of any such transaction (hereinafter
the " initial waiting period" ). If, within the initial waiting

period , the Commission or its staff makes a written request for
additional information and documentary material , respondent shall
not consummate the transaction until at least twenty (20) days after
complying with such request for

additional infonnation and

documentary material. Early tenl1ination of the wailing periods in this
paragraph may, where appropriate , be granted by letter from the
Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding, prior notification shall not
be required by this paragraph for a transaction for which notification
is required to be made , and has been made , pursuant to Section 7 A of
the Clayton Act , 15 U.S. c. 18a.
Provided , however , that this paragraph VII shall not apply to the
acquisition of products or services in the ordinary course of business.
IX.

It is further ordered That:

A. Within thil1y (30) days after the date this order becomes final

and every thirty (30) days thereafter until respondent has fully
of this order
respondent shall submit to the Commission a verified written report
setting forth in detail the manner and fonn in which it intends to
complied with the provisions of paragraphs II or II

comply, is complying, and has complied with paragraphs II and II of

this order. Respondent shall include in its compliance reports , among

pther things Ihat are required from time to time , a full description of
the efforts being made to comply with paragraphs II and II of the
order , including a description of all substantive contacts or
negotiations for the divestiture and the identity of all

parties

contacted. Respondent shall include in its compliance reports copies

of all wlitten communications to and from such parties , all internal
memoranda , and all reports and recommendations concerning
divestiture.
B. One year (1) from the date of the divestiture of the Autolnfo
Assets pursuant to paragraph II or the Trustee Assets pursuant to
paragraph II , and annually
paragraph VII have expired ,

thereafter until the obligations of

and at other times as the Commission
may require , respondent shall file a verified written report with the
Commission setting forth in detail the manner and fonn in which it
has complied and is complying with paragraphs IV , V , VI , VII and
VII of this order.
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It is further ordered That respondent shall notifY the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
structure or status of respondent such as dissolution , assignent , sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , or the creation
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
that may affect compliance obligations arising out ofthe order.
XI.

It is further ordered That , for the purpose of determining or
securing compliance with this order , respondent shall permit any duly
authorized representative of the Commission:

A. Access , during office hours and in the presence oJ counsel , to
inspect and copy all books , ledgers , accounts , correspondence

memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or
under the control of respondent relating to any matters contained in
this order; and
B. Upon five days ' notice to respondent and without restraint or
interference from it , to interview offcers , directors , or employees of
respondent.
XII.

It is further ordered That this order shall tenninate on October
2017.
APPENDIX I
ASSET MAIKTENANCE AGREEMENT

This Asset Maintenance Agreement is by and between Automatic
Data Processing, Inc. (" ADF" ), a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the State of Delaware , and the Federal Trade

Commission , an independent agency of the United States
Governent , established under the Federal Trade Commission Act of
1914 15 U.S. c. 41 et seq.
Commission
PREMISES

Whereas ADP acquired certain assets of AutoInfo , Inc. on April
, 1995 (the " Acquisition
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Whereas ADP has been served with a copy of the complaint
issued by the Federal Trade Commission charging it with violation of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15
U.S. c. 45 , and Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U.S. C.
, and has filed an answer to said complaint denying said charges;
Whereas if the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing
Consent Order (" consent agreement" ) in this matter , the Commission
wil place it on the public record for a period of at least sixty (60)
days and subsequently may either withdraw such acceptance of the

consent agreement and so notify ADP ,

in which event the

Commission will take such action as it may consider appropriate , or
issue and serve its decision containing the order in the consent

agreement , in disposition ofthe proceeding;
Whereas the Commission is concerned that if an understanding
is not reached during the period to the final issuance of the consent
agreement by the Commission (after the 60- day public notice period),

there may be interim competitive hann relating to the assets and
businesses proposed for divestiture;
Whereas ADP understands that no act or transaction
contemplated by this AsseI Maintenance Agreement shall be deemed
immune or exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the
Federal Trade Commission Act by reason of anything contained in
this Asset Maintenance Agreement.

Now,

therefore

ADP agrees , upon the understanding that the

Commission has issued an administrative complaint , and in

consideration of the Commission s agreement that , from the time it

accepts the consent agreement for public comment and pending either
the order becoming final or the Commission withdrawing its

acceptance ofthe consent agreement , it will not return this matter to
administrative adjudication , as follows:

1. ADP agrees to execute the consent agreement and , pending
divestiture of either the Autolnfo Assets or the Trustee Assets , as
those tenns are defined in the consent agreement , pursuant to

paragraph II or paragraph II of the consent agreement , ADP shall

take such actions as are necessary to maintain the viability,
competitiveness and marketability of the Autolnfo and the Trustee
Assets and to prevent the desIruction , removal , wasting, deterioration

or impainnent of any of the AutoInfo or Trustee Assets except for
ordinary wear and tear.
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2. ADP agrees that , nom the date ADP signs the consent
agreement until the first of the dates listed in subparagraphs 2. a and
, it will comply with the provisions of this Asset Maintenance
Agreement:
a. Ten (10) business days after the Commission withdraws its

acceptance of the consent agreement pursuant to the provisions of
Section 3. 25(f) of the Commission s Rules; or
b. The date the order is final.

3. ADP waives all rights to contest the validity of this Asset
Maintenance Agreement.
4. For the purpose of detennining or securing compliance with

this Asset Maintenance Agreement , subject to any legally recognized
privilege , and upon written request, and on reasonable notice , ADP
shall pennit any duly authorized representative or representatives of
the Commission:
a. Access , during office hours of ADP and in the presence of
counsel , to inspect and copy all books , ledgers , accounts

correspondence , memoranda and other records and documents in the
possession or under the control of ADP relating to compliance with
this Asset Maintenance Agreement; and

b. Upon five days ' notice to ADP and without

restraint or

interference nom it , to intcrview officers , directors , or employees of
ADP who may have counsel prcsent , rcgarding any such matters.

5. This Asset Maintenance Agreement shall not be binding until
accepted by Ihe Commission.
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IN THE ',ATTER OF

METAGENICS , INe. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

9267.

Amended Complaint ,

1997-- Decision ,

October

October

1997

This consent order ,

among other things , requires a California. based
company and
its officer , the marketers ofa calcium supplement known as " Bone- Builder
to possess scientific substantiation for any claim that their product or any food

drug or dietary supplement containing calcium will treat or prevent any
disease , disorder or condition. The consent order also requires the respondents
to possess scientific substantiation for superiority claims for such products and
regarding the relationship between calcium and osteoporosis. In addition , the
consent order prohibits the respondents from misrepresenting the existence or

results of any test or study regarding such products.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

Lesley Fair

and C.

Lee Peeler.

Robert Ullman , Bass

Ullman New York

AMENDED COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Metagenics , Inc. , a corporation , doing business as Ethical Nutrients
and J effey Katke , individually and as an offcer of said corporaIion
("respondents ), have violated Ihe provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , and it appearng to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
alleges:

PARGRAH 1. Respondent Metagenics , Inc. , doing business
as Ethical Nutrients , is a corporation organized , existing, and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California
with its principal office or place of business at 971 Calle Negocio
San Clemente , California.
Respondent Jeffi' ey Katke is an offcer of Metagenics , Inc.
he fonnulates , directs and

Individually or in concert with others ,

controls the acts and practices of the said corporation , including the
aets and practices alleged in this complaint. His business address is
971 Cal1e Negocio , San Clemente , California.
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PAR. 2. Respondents have manufactured , advertised , offered for
sale , sold and distributed an orally- ingested product containing
microcrystalline hydroxyapatite (" MCRC" ), minerals and protein
under the name Bone Builder (hereinafter " MCRC" or " Bone
Builder ). Respondents also offer for sale and sell the MCRC

product to other parties who market the product under their own
brand names. Bone Builder is a food and/or drug, as the tenns " food"
and " drug " are defined in Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for Bone
Builder , including but not necessarly limited to the attached Exhibits
A through D. These advertisemenIs and promotional materials
contain the following statements:

1. The superior fonn of calcium proven to build bone. The latest research
shows " microcrystalline hydroxyapatite " is the superior fOlTI of calcium that can

build bone. We call this eXCIting

Ethical Nutrient s (sicJ product: BONE
BUILDER. (Exhibit A).
2. Some calcium supplements can be worse than not taking anything at all. At
best , others may slow bone loss , occasionally stopping it. But , BONE BUILDER
can restore lost bone and has the clinical evidence to prove it! (Exhibit A).
in a number
of reports:
MCHC either reduces
3. A significant statement recurs
or totally eliminated bone pain , which was not found tre of any other substance.
(Exhibit A).
4. Only ',CHC provides calcmm in an " extremely bioavailabIe fonn " and the
studies on it have " also indicated the superiority of the substance over traditional
soluble calcium supplements, Of the substances used for experimentation to halt
the progress of osteoporosis , only microcrystalline hydroxyapatite was considered
to be totally free of " major potential hazard (sic J, " which indicated its use for both
the treatment and prevention of osteoporosis. " (Exhibit A).
5. These are just a few of the controlled clinical trials to be found in medical
literature. The consensus of which is that microcrystalline hydroxyapatite halted
bone loss , decreased pain and increased bone thickness when taken in adequate
amounts over long periods
of time a record no calcium supplement could achieve.
(Exhibit B).

6. Contains most absorbable kind of calcium. (ExhIbit C).
7. BONE BUILDER is pure mIcrocrystalline hydroxyapatite compound
(',CHC), a substance which has been scientifically demonstrated to be the most
effectively utilized source of calcium known. (ExhibIt C).
8. Most importantly, no other product in the United States is as effective at
preventing bone loss. (Exhibit C).
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9. (RJesearch of the many common fanTs of calcium used in the trials
demonstrated effectively that only one fom1 of calcium was capable of preventing

bone thinning and actually restoring bone strength , and that was " whole bone
extract (microcrystalline hydroxyapatite concentrate) . . . . " (ExhIbit D).
10. Where there is evidence that osteoporosis " runs in the family, " and where
there is evidence that calcium loss is already taking place

e.

muscle spasms

recedmg gums , or loss of height , the ability of microcrystal- line hydroxyapatie (sic
(bone) concentrate places prevention as a matter
of the individual sufferer s choice.
This safe , reliable , inexpensive , scientifically- tested preventive is his/hers to take
as they choose. . (Exhihit D).

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials refeITed to in paragraph
four , including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and
promotional materials attached as Exhibits A through D , respondents
have represented , directly or by implication , that:

1. Post-menopausal women who have lost bone and who use
Bone Builder or MCHC will experience no additional bone loss or
bone thinning and will achieve a growth of new bone and increased
bone thickness greater than the amount of bone lost;

2. Users of Bone Builder or MCHC will not experience bone loss
bone thinning, or osteoporosis;
3. Bone Builder or MCHC restores bone strength;
4. Bone Builder or MCHC reduces or eliminates pain associated
with bone ailments; and
5. Bone Builder or MCHC is more bioavailable , more absorbable
or more effectively utilized by the body than other forms of calcium

or is more effective than other fonns of calcium in the prevention or
treatment of bone ailments.

PAR. 6. Through

the use of statements contained in the

advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
four , including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and
promotional materiaJs aTtached as Exhibits A through D , respondents
have represented , directly or by implication , that at the time they

made the representaIions set forth in paragraph five , respondents
possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact , at the time respondents made the
representations set forth in paragraph five , respondents possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis to substantiate that: adequate calcium
intake has many benefits and is one of the essential factors in the

486
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body s ongoing process of removal of old bone and replacement by
new bone; in conjunction with other factors , adequate calcium intake
can playa significant role in reducing the rate of bone loss or bone
thinning and in protecting bone strength; and individuals who do not
consume adequate caJcium are at greater ris k of experiencing bone
fractures than those who do. However , respondents did not possess
and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations
in paragraph five. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
six was , and is , false and misleading.
PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
four , including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and
promotional materials attached as Exhibits A through D , respondents
have represented , directly or by implication , that scientific research
including clinical tests , scientific papers and/or scientific studies
proves that:

1. Post-menopausal women who have lost bone and who use
Bone Builder or MCHC wil1 experience no additional bone loss or
bone thinning and wil1 achieve a growth of new bone and increased
bone thickness greater than the amount of bone lost;

2. Users of Bone Builder or MCHC wil1 not experience bone loss
bone thinning, or osteoporosis;
3. Bone Builder or MCHC restores bone strength;
4. Bone Builder or MCHC reduces or eliminates pain associated
with bone ailments; or

5. Bone Builder or MCHC is more effectively utilized by the
body than other fonns of caJcium or is superior to or more effective
than other fonns of caJcium in the prevention or treatment of bone
ailments.

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact ,

the representations set fOlih in

paragraph eight have not been proven by scientific research , including
clinical tests , scientific papers and/or scientific studies. Therefore , the
representations set forth in paragraph eight were , and arc , false and
misleading.
PAR. 10. The acts and practices of respondenIs as alleged in this

complaint constilule unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the
making of false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Commissioner Anthony not participating.
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B

KEACl'Jn'Cs
EX1BI' 5

WHY FOOL AROUND?
by Gene Birelac!

Reantly on an iml:r.ult auto safar, my car

To bolster her story

and give it crcence , sbe

thw in the nam of -a loal meica doctor wbo

brok.e do.. (as they an wont to do at thcmOJ(

conf her posftdflhar:l high intae ofca-

crtical ties) an I was stu.lddr the ni&ht in a

cium is the best way to preveDt osteporosis.

sma WIl motel.
Since I was depresse. with my cirumW1

.I

Nothg was said about the controversy wb.cb

flung myseU on the be. and began lilCnig (0 the

rages withn scientic cirde questiouig whether

news.

calcium alon~ \:

A reponer cam an with a siory about osteoporo
sis. Now thai really depressed me. Hu story was

Joural five year ago, in an arcle on the NOt!-

of

formrion.

oste05is.

For example, the prestigious Brir.sh Mc.ical

superfcial and badly reseahed. but wha dese memos! Wa! the thought o(lhe thou.ands
ple who might S it and believe th miin.

!yer LO

hormonal Trtment Of a

porosis said

twporosis may be defied as th louol.bne

Os-

acJ-

I crate beyond

tbe n ormal

of calcium intae was me answer lO osteoporosis.

phy!iologiin OJteoporos. it
caJ"rates.aIthough tbis appears othei'f'icus

scyera glaisof ditic. whitt vi.
she'
gar and droppe different brds of calcium tabktS

lion of what

To ilII5trte her :uscrton that a simple elevation

ta

them. Ths was supposedly an ilustrtion of
how mey might dissolve in you stomach, and. of
into

coure, some of them didn

begstheques-

art at work, notjgst
an absence of

norma! loss
might be n. Its

suffldent calcium.

recognition

the diet,

measurement,

Th one that dissolved moSt quicky was a well.

known drug store product manufacru by a major
phanaceutical company conLai a relatively
sma amount of calcium. What she didt' \ point

out were the additives the product contane.: besides oyster shell powder (which is poorly absorbe in humans).

prevenlion
and treatment

were discussc. at a r&entsyrposiurn ar. d the ac.

count of lhs emphasizs how opinon on these
issue: is sti dividec.
Guy Abraham. MD.. an internaliortaly recog-

ADDITIVES CO 'TATh' ED IN A POPULAR DRUG STORE CALCn.?1 SUPPLEMENT
CoroS)' rupSolids

Talc:

Hydroxypropyl

:\1elhylnlluJo5e

Corn Slarch

SodJum 5i.rcl GiyCIlate

CaldumSiurate

Polysmbaie80

Pharmaceutical Glnt

Ti!ariumDioxidt

Vitamin D

ethlypropyl r3r

PolyvinylpyrrolidQne

CarnaubaWax

?ol)e\hylene G1YCII

Acelyialed \jono I)c1ride

Edela! Di-

fD &. C Blue

ium

1 D:e

beD

D & C Yellow 10 Dye

S,"'el icr: e E:nulsion
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niz. authority on the

endocol-

ogy of obSlCrrcs and gyneciogy.
in a conversation with me. a. well

as in public spehes, has poinw:
out thal DO countr in

the wor!d has

sctcalcium reuimenlS as high
the Unite SlateS - and DO

coun-

tr bas more bone problenu. Dr,

11 the reipien!

Abraam has

at leat tWO international awards
for bis worlc. pan .of which

mzcro-

crystallne
hydroxyapatte
halted bone loss
decreased pain
and increased
bone thickness

stemmed frm his researh whie

when taken in

heading ob- gyn endocrinology

adequale amounts

reseach at UCLA' s

Harbor Genera Hospit. in Los Angeles, CA.

Abra

There , Dr.
had found
that women with sevem prmenstral tension had too much

dai

food in their diets. and too high a
calcium intake n:!ative to their

the admin.stTtion of a product

Litte known in me Unite State.
but widely

us in Europe

and

England: microcrystalline
hydrollyaparite.
In a clical tral in England.

for eumpJe. a group of women
with bone diea were divided
into3 mahe groups. The
uJl

was " Over me 14-montb followup, thCT was a signcaJt loss of

over long enough

cortcal bone inconcrols, asigni-

periods of time, a

cant increase in cortical bone

record no other

form of calcium
could achieve.

magnesium intae. As he pointed
out, anals such as elephants and
gorias grow huge

fuly morulore quantiti o(estT
genalongW'mcalcium orlhoug.

thiclcne!:1 in - the. MCHC (mi.
crocrystalInc hydroxyapatite)

grup, and no . change in the CO
(calcium gillconate) group. " The

MCHC group had a net corneal
OOfle gai of 11. 6%, (Conical
oone is the outer bone)

skeletons eatig eDly grn

The resech te from the Royal Fre. Hospita

plants. which have Niice as much magnesium as

dai

lheirconsumptionofvegetablegr nstoincrec
magnesium intae. The n:suJC? No morc premen-

in London. describe the Iibstae they were
testig: " MCHCpowderis prpare. from bovine
bone and provides both the organc and inorganc
constiruents occurg in normal bone. The pow-

stral tension.

der contas hydrollyapadte microcrystas,

calcium. Dr. Abraham took th women off

producrs 10 reduce calcium intae. while upping

calcium, trace metas (including zinc , silicon and
iron), protein. amno acids and amooglyc.s.

In osteoporosis. it appear other factors are at
work. no! juS! an absence of suffcient calcium in
the dieL And, at least a quarl: centu has pasW
sin cakium n:lention was shown not to be &d
quare without a modkum of estrogen to enhance
the calcium llpLae - or il is merely excreted in

Ano!.er advantage !.e reseach team noted was

the low sodium centent of MCHC eompared to
calcium g!uconate which was of advantage in
long- term treatmenlof patients with cirhosis or
other diseases complicate by saIi rcu ntion.

the urie. Only a medical doctor can prescribecs-

trogen, but the enterprisig TV repo never

mentioned lhe imporLce of the reJationship.

The prevention of osteoporosis follows that old

adage that " an ounce of prevendon is wort a
pound of cure " as mostadullS lose bone steadiJy

Ko doubt many people were hke!y to believe her

:inues 10 baffe the medical research world. Re- I

1'loss is accelerated in
Wome:1 after the menopause, a siruation whic led
to Bridsh researcr. ers to acvise 'the only way to

search project rcpom on possible CJuses and po- '

prevent osteoporosis is to make sure tl"3.t the

\entiaJ cures forom:oporcsis are frequently publis!le. to tr. is day i., the medicaJ litera un:.

subject star:s his or her aging process o;ith
well.mineralized bones. (emph;Jsisadded1

over-simplificatiotl Yet osteoporosis is still a

l.1roughoU-thir Lives.

major health problem. which to some extent con- :

'C Ien.
owever . r. othl g:S cone u:1til a fnc::re L":UJ, o:;'le c:-Jshing L e U'JbeclJ11 :r. :1e
.. bene :;, tl. e ,p'ne wfdcn causes ;J:tJ a. welJ a.

The onl:- positive repor.s on hJ.tir.g ,he dev;JstJ- Too
c;on ar, . c:-JCp:

,g of osteoporosis " hJve come

t!-Jough l.'1e meclcaJ adfTrust:anon or small

cJ.e.
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EXHIBIT B
height loss, or the fractu of a Jong bone. Some:
studies show a trend lQwar " frct1 of the wrst
at 60. of the shoulder at 70, and the neck: al 80,
seldom attrbuted to as.
though such fractues
teoporosis.
In fact, one: research lU has state: "The perceived fr uency of ostwpurosis is une.stically
low and usualy the diagnosis is made only when

yapalitt haltr bone loss

, decru pai and in.

s when taen in adcquar.

bone thcb

amoun!. over long enough periods of ti . a

re.ordno calcium supplememcauld achieve.

The product has ' ben avaiable in Europe and
England for year and is now avaiable in the
Unite; Slales under the name Bone Builder (formerly Eth CaI).

crush fractures of the

Nothing was said
about the controversy

which rages in the
scientific research
papers that calcium

pr. Lc,,

bodies occur

and consequently lead

to less of

V.. , 0. H"ydn..l... m4

answer to

of MCHC
containing

tral 10

B-u,'io""

a p pro x i-

'1:FmI3.

!I..
PlD..

cium was used oyer a period oinie months on patienLS who wcn in severe pain. had re.cnt fractures and were an analgesics (pai kiers). The

majority reported less bone pain with a subse.
qUl:nf de.rease of inLae of analgesics and an

inc:rease in plasma calcium.
98. the whole bone extract was used beause " the

proponions of the mineral content c:oITespond to
s of!he organism
the presumed physiological n
since they are those of bone itself .. . it was found
that the whole- bone exU"act significantly increase. absorption afthe tracer suggesting it is a

valuable medium for calcium admiistration in
metabolic bone disease. " In ths latter lest the
research team also conduded , as had others before
and since . that the whole bone extrac: was belter
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EXHIBIT C
KEAGDl1CS
a1IJ1' C
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THE PROBLEM: Ostcoposis i. an enorus public hc.thproblc:m. !'spnsiblc (OfIL !ea! 1.2 mijon
frcnms in the United Sr. s each ytM. One th ofwomcn over si.:uy- five wi hive: Verbr fr=s.
one of ever th wome IUd onc of c:ver si men wi have IuI. hip frtu. Hip
for hal the patientS who
in 12. 20% of case and it mult! in iong term nuring home

By txm:!I old age,
fracNr is lat.

surve. More women die frQJ the corolicatins of fnctus yc.Jy than the combined deaths resultig
I and indiectcosu of os!wporosis ar e.ri!ed al 6.1 bilon
frm can r of the
rv ar,d bruL The
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Funcn
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1cadgtoful1!lC!compl.cacons.
THE SOLUTION: Regular exacisc, a whole foo

dje! smolcg cessation , &ld adequale absorption of

micro-nutrent.\ wiU end thc Cllcn! rapid bone loss epidemic in the United Stales popuJarion.

GREATNEWS! A COMPLETE NATIRE. MADE.BOr-t:FOOD IS NOW A VAlBLE. TIS BONE
FOOD 1S BONE Bt:ILDER (formerly ETHI CAL).
THE BONE BunDER STORY: BONE BUILDER i.\ a pW" micrryslaline hydrxyapatite compound
(MCHC), a substancc wh.ch has becn scientically dcmonstrted 10 Ix the most cffcctivcly utiliud SOW"C
ofcaJciumkIown. ThishigrJy usefulsuhsu.ccisd.sliguishcdbyitsunusuaJabilr:tQbeabs.rbein!o
thc bloostre.. For example, srudjeshavc dcmonstrted it to be absorbc at twce Lie rate of caJcium
gluconalc. Hydroxyapatitc i$acomplcx cadwn s.I which form Lic basisofbonc. II ha.an idcaJcaJciumi

phosphorusrationof2:1.
TlundenakentOunecrsta.1d the narurc and
Aconsidcrablcnurnbcrof:aboratOryandclinicaJs!Ud.cshave
vaJuc of MCHC. Using
srudjes, re.\C4hcrs have c!emoTlstr:c. a lack of both aculc and ch.on.c
loxicity. Thus , we luow MCHC:o be complctely safe.

anJ

inically, :-1CHC r, as
n shown 10 be highly eff ::vc Fer cXJJpie. In one sruey of posIDel1opausal
wome a (;ompa:lson was made Ix!wcen MCHC, ca.ciua: gluconale and a cer. tJl group. Over a !4 mom.
xpcricnce. a 5. j% boTleloss, :.. JJc:um g:ucona:c grupa 1.5% bone gair., while
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the MCHC group exprienced 116. 1 % bonep.ln. Positivcca.kium b4ctSwer poned inothc:clin.
srudil: llSing MCHC 10 trc.f oSlromaacia (bne scftnig). 11 yel another srudythe author Slates "
have demonstrated thai MCHC dramatically reducesskeJelal pai i1 patients developing oSfroporosis. .

and have also prcsenu d

strng ev1den

favorablt biochemic a. ar. d

that !hs sympwmatic improvement is associa.ted with both

raological bone changes

BONE BUIDER SOURCE: The MOiCcontacd in BONE BUlOER has ben derived soJely frm
in an envi
nl fr frm peticides , insecticides, grwt hormones
the bones of hcathy
a.d other envin:mment. contaants. II has be prsse by an c:lcJusivt tehnque which p sees the

ans rase

partion of bone me.
naru qualtics ineren! in the raw SUbsWlI% Th is i. maed contrt to the
which is an a.hro residue, dcvoid of lie. havig been subjcct. 10 consjdcn.blc helt, and washed wilh

chemical solvl:rls. Ths harh prol:snng cause the prtl:in matr to crs.- !. alterg thl: valu of !hI:
colIag , and considl::obly reducing the dfl:tivl:nl:ss of th subSluent pn:pantion. Also, bone mea often
contains an unacceptably high amount ofkad BONE BunER does not In esence. BONE BU1ER

may be considl:rro a miy- prose, compll:tc naru-madc foo for the bone.

CHEMICAL PROPERTI OF MICROCRYSTALLIN HYDROXYAPATITE: MCHC is a
compkx salt in which 3 moll:ulcs of cacium phosphatl: an asociatcO with 1 molece of caJcium
!tes. These ar embedc. in a
hydr de. Hydroxyapatite ocur as hexagonal necdks arged as
protein matr. Its chemical n:i

is decacium

diyr

de he:uaks- (ortophosphate).

soum magnl:sium and
Apar frm calcium and phosphorus, othc: major miers preent in MCHC
potassium. Unle commercal soluble cacium supp!l:ml:nts. thl: soum content is low (0. 65%), a fa.:or
of impon.nce for some consumcn.
Thl: main trace mieras present an zinc, sicon , and irn. Others inc!uderubidium, caesium and platinum.
as WI:U as manyothl:rs.

MCHC contains 14% coIJagl:n and 4% othl:rpro!eins, as well as hydrxyprolie. Other amno acids present
in relacvl:ly high amounts includig glycine and glutamc acid. Also included aTl: glucosamnoglycan
ciC"!I:, f:ourde (0. 008%) and water.

SUMAR Y: BONE BL'1DER consist ofmkrocstaline hydroxyapatite which. ilS:lfbeing frm bone.
is a compll::e bone foo. BONE BUILDER is not merely another calcium suppll:ment, although appcns
it

to be the most highJy absorbable form of caJciuDJ blown. BO!' Bt. 'TDER is hypalergenic , palatable and
cost.dfcetivl:. Mostimporttly, no other product in the UnHedSLales is aseITectiveat preventing: bone
ross.

REFERENCES: Available upon rc.uesl Ple.ase a.sk for " MCHC scientic references

For FREE Llrerall.jfe Pack ContacT t:lhlcal , '-iwriel1s' 23180 De! u.go. Laglu'.. Hills CA . 9:
800. 833. 95_'6 (lrt Callforrtia)
8CQ- t592- 94GO (.vario wirk)
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
the respondents named in the caption hereof with violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , and the
respondents having been served with a copy of that complaint

together with a notice of contemplated relief; and
The respondents , their attorney, and counsel for the Federal Trade
Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a
consent order , an admission by the respondents of all the
jurisdicIional facts set forth in the complaint , a statement that the
signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does
not constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been
violated as alleged in such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in
such complaint , other than jurisdictional facts , are true and waivers
and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn

this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of
its Rules; and
The Commission having considered the matter and having
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such

agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , and
having duly considered the comment fiJed thereafter by an interested
person pursuant to Section 3.25 of its Rules , now in further
conformity with thc procedure described in Section 3. 25(f) of its
Rules , the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictionaJ
findings and enters the following order:
I. Respondent Metagenics , Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing busincss under and by viliue of the laws of the
State of California , with its offce and principal place of business
located at 971 Calle Negocio , San Clemente , California.
Respondent Jeffrey Katke is an offcer of said corporation. He
fonnuJates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation and , and his offce and principal place of business is

Jocated at the above stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the
subj ect matter of this proceeding and of the respondents and the
proceeding is in the public inIeresI.
3. This agreement contemplates that

, if it is accepted by the

Commission , and if such acceptance is not subsequently withdrawn
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by the Commission pursuant to the provisions of Section 3. 25(f) of
the Commission s Rules , the Commission may, without fmther notice
to respondents: (1) issue its amended complaint corresponding in

fonn and substance with the draft of amended complaint attached
hereto and its decision containing the following order to cease and
desist in disposition of the proceeding; and (2) make infonnation
public in respect thereto. When so entered , the order to cease and
desist shall have the same force and effect and may be altered

modified or set aside in the same manner and within the same time
provided by statute for other orders. The order shall become final
upon service. Delivery by the U.S. Postal Service of the amended
complaint and decision containing the agreed- to order to proposed
respondents ' address as stated in this agreement shall constitute
service. Proposed respondents waive any right they may have to any
other manner of service. The amended complaint may be used in
consIruing the terms of the order , and no agreement , understanding,
representation , or interpretation not contained in the order or the
agreement may be used to vary or contradict the tenns of the order.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondents MeIagenics , Inc. , a corporation
doing business as Ethical Nutrients , or under any other name , its
successors and assigns , and its offcers , and Jeffrey Katke

individually and as an officer of said corporation , and respondents
agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of Bone Builder or any food or dietary
supplement , food , or drug, as " food" and " drug " are defined in
Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , shall not represent , in any manner, directly or by
implication , that:
1. Post- menopausal women who have lost bone and who use such
product will experience no additional bone loss or bone thinning or

will achieve a growth of new bone or increased bone thickness
greater than the amount of bone lost;
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2. Users of such product will not experience bone loss or bone
thinning;
3. Such product restores bone strength;
4. Such product reduces or eliminates pain associated with bone
ailments; or

5. Such product is more bioavailable , more absorbable , or more
effectively utilized by the body than other forms of calcium , or is

superior to or more effective than other forms of calcium in the
prevention or treatment of bone ailments
unless , at the time of making such representation , respondents possess

and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
representation. For purposes of this order
competent and reliable scientific evidence " shall mean tests

substantiates the

analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area ,

that has been conducted and

evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
II.
It is further ordered

That respondents Metagenics , Inc. , a

corporation , doing business as Ethical Nutrients , or under any other
name , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and Jeffrey Katke
individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of Bonc Builder or any food or dietary
supplement , food , or drug, as " food" and " drug " are defined in

Section IS of the Federal Trade Commission Act ,

in or affecting

commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , shall not misrepresent , in any manner , directly or
by implication , the existence , con lents , validity, results , conclusions
or interpretations of any test or study.

It is ordered That respondents Mctagenics , Inc. , a corporation
doing business as Ethical Nutrients , or under any other name , its
successors and assigns , and iIs offcers , and Jeffrey Katke
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individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of Bone Builder or any food or dietary
supplement , food , or drug, as " food" and " drug " are defined in
Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act insofar as said respondents make any
representation , in any manner , directly or by implication , regarding
the relationship between calcium and osteoporosis:

A. Shall limit any such representation

to the health claims

authorized by the Food and Drug Administration for calcium and
osteoporosis as set forth in Section 101.72 of Title 21 of the Code of
Federal Regulations , 58 Fed. Reg. 2665 (1993), and any amendments
thereto; or

B. At tbe time of making such representation , shall possess and
rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates
the representation.

IV.

It is jilyther ordered

That rcspondents Metagenics , Inc. , a

corporation , doing business as Ethical Nutrients , or undcr any other
name , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , and Jeffrey Katke
individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of:

A. Bone Builder or any food or dietar supplement , food , or drug
containing calcium , as " food" and " drug " are defined in Section 15 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , in or affecting commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Fcdcral Trade Commission Act , shall

not make any representation , in any manner , directly or by
implication , that any such product wil treat , cure , alleviate the
symptoms of, prevent , or reduce the risk of developing any disease
disorder , or condition; or
B. Any food or dietary supplement , food , or drug, as " food" and
drug " are defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission
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Act , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , shall not make any representation , in
any manner , directly or hy implication , that any such product is more

effective than any other product in treating, curing, alleviating the
symptoms of, preventing, or reducing the risk of developing any
disease , 'disorder , or condition
unless , at the time of making such representation , respondents possess
and rely upon competent and

reliable scientific evidence that

substantiates the representation.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation that is specifically permitted in labeling for any such
product by regulations promulgated by the Food and Drug
Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act
of 1990.

VI.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for any such
drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the
Food and Drug Administration , or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.
VII.

It is further ordered That for five (5) years after the last date of
dissemination of any

representation covered by this order

respondents , or their successors and assigns , shall maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:

A. Any advertisement making any representation covered by this
order;
B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such
representation; and
C. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call

into question such representation , or the basis relied upon for such
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representation , including complaints from consumers , and complaints
or inquiries from governental organizations.

VII
It is further ordered That respondent Metagenics ,
successors and assigns ,

Inc.

, or its

shan:

A. Within thirty (30) days after the date of issuance ofthis order
provide a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions
subsidiaries , principals , offcers , directors , managers and distributors
and to each of its employees , agents , and representatives engaged in
the preparation , placement , or dissemination of advertisements

promotional materials , product labels , or other such sales materials
covered by this order; and
B. For a period of five (5) years from the date of issuance of this
order , provide a copy of this order to each of its principals , offcers
directors , managers and distributors , and to an employees , agents , and

representatives engaged in the

preparation , placement , or

dissemination of advertisements , promotional materials , product

labels , or other such sales materials covered by this order within three

(3) days after the person commences his or her rcsponsibilities.
IX.

It is further ordered
successors and assigns ,

That respondent Metagenics ,

Inc. , its

shan notify the Commission at least thirty

(30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order , including but not
limited to a dissolution , assignment , sale , merger , or other action that
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or affliate that engages in thc
acts or practices subject to this order; the

proposed filing of a

bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or addrcss.
Provided , however , that , with respect to any proposed change in the
corporation about which the respondent learns less than thirty (30)
days prior to the date such action is to take place , respondent shan
notify the Commission as soon as practicable after obtaining such
knowledge. An notices required by this Part shan be sent by certified
mail to the Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of
Consumer Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.
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It is further ordered That for a period of five (5) years from the
date of issuance of this order , respondent Jeffey Katke shall provide

written notice to the Federal Trade Commission within thirty (30)
days of:

A. Any change in his business or employment that may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order;
B. The discontinuance of his business or employment; and
C. His affliation with any new business or employment; each
such notice to include his business address and telephone number
home address , and a statement describing the nature of the business
or employment and his duIies and responsibilities.
XI.

This order will tenninate on October 23 2017 , or twenty years
Trade
Commission files a complaint (with or withouI an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order
whichever comes later; provided , however , that the filing of such a
complaint will not affect the duration of:
fTOm the most recent date that the United States or the Federal

A. Any paragraph in this order that tenninates in less than twenty
years;
B. This order s application 10 any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is fied after the order has
tenninated pursuant to this paragraph.

Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order , and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order will terminate according to Ihis paragraph as
though the complaint was never filed , except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such

dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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XII

It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , and at such other times as
the Commission may require , fie with the Commission a report , in

writing, setting forth in detail the maImer and form in which they
have complied with this order.
Commissioner Anthony not participating.

